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Bulk-type all-solid-state lithium batteries (ASLBs) using sulfide solid electrolytes (SEs) are considered 
as a promising candidate to solve the safety issues originating from the use of flammable organic 
electrolytes. Moreover, several state-of-the-art sulfide solid electrolytes shows extremely high ionic 
conductivity over 10-2 S cm-1, compared to conventional liquid electrolytes. However, to develop bulk-
type ASLBs, it encountered many technical challenges such as huge interfacial resistances between 
active materials and SEs, high contents of SEs in ASLBs, scalable fabrication and reliable test protocol. 
To fulfill these requirements, sheet-type ASLBs using a scalable wet-slurry process can provide a 
breakthrough in the architecture and fabrication of composite structure. 
The first part of my thesis is sheet-type ASLBs using bendable solid electrolyte films and dry-
/slurry- mixed electrodes, which are prepared by wet-slurry process. In the first case, the facile and 
scalable fabrication of bendable solid electrolyte films reinforced with a mechanically compliant NW-
scaffold, which enables the fabrication of free-standing and stackable ASLBs with high energy density 
and high rate capabilities. For the second case, the comparative study for electrodes fabricated by dry- 
and slurry- mixing process was performed. The information provides insights for a need to develop 
well-designed electrode with better ionic contacts and to improve the ionic conductivity of SEs. Pouch-
type 80 x 60 mm2 all-solid-state LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2/graphite full-cells fabricated by the slurry process 
show high cell-based energy density (184 W h kg-1 and 432 W h L-1). Furthermore, their excellent safety 
is also demonstrated by simple tests (cutting with scissors and heating at 110oC). 
The second part is a reliable electrochemical analysis of sheet-type ASLBs. Even though the 
well-developed sheet-type ASLBs using sulfide SEs have been demonstrated, their reliable 
electrochemical test protocols have not been developed. In this regard, in this study, from the in-depth 
study of ASLBs using novel bulk-type all-solid-state three-electrode cells, even for the cells having thin 
SE layers, kinetic behaviors of Li-In(-SE) CEs and internal short circuits (ISC) by penetrating growth 
of Li metal during charging at high C-rates are revealed. In addition, unique durability of 
LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2/graphite or LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2/Si-C full-cells upon discharge to 0 V was described. 
In the last study, the pressure monitoring system for sheet-type ASLBs is demonstrated. The 
state-of-charge (SOC) values were estimated from volume changes of graphite electrodes in 
LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2/graphite full-cells. The behavior of rearrangement of particles in electrode during 
cycling is also observed.  
 These results hold great promise for practical sheet-type all-solid-state technology in terms of 
fabrication and battery architecture as well as provision of in-depth insights into developing reliable 
electrochemical test protocols. 
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1. Introduction 
Since the first commercialization of conventional lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) using organic liquid 
electrolytes (LEs) by Sony Corporation, they have been emerged as one of major energy storage sources 
due to its high energy density and power density. 1-6 The most important advantage of conventional 
LIBs is high energy density due to their high voltage of > 4V, which originates from the lowest negative 
electrochemical potential (-3.040 V vs. the standard hydrogen electrode). 1-5  However, conventional 
LIBs using organic LEs encounter the safety concerns because of their flammability and possible 
leakages. 1-9 Moreover, as the state-of-art LIBs are required to meet the requirements of large-scale 
energy storage sources such as electronic vehicles (EVs) and energy storage system (ESS), 3-4 their 
engineering efforts such as higher voltage cut-off and thinner the separators (≤10 μm) are accelerating 
the safety issues, which originated from gas evolution 10-11 and internal short-circuits (ISCs) 12-13.  
All-solid-state lithium or lithium-ion batteries (ASLBs) using inorganic solid electrolytes have 
attracted the interest due to the safety advantages and the potentials of high energy density, which is 
enabled by the use of Li metal as anode and bipolar stacked battery system. 7-9 14-15 The opportunity of 
broad operating temperature ranges, which is originated from high thermal stability of SEs, offers also 
enormous merits from the viewpoint of large-scale energy storage applications. 15 Furthermore, the 
intrinsic nature of inorganic SEs, compared to that of LEs, have several superior advantages of 
electrochemical behaviors. First, the mobile ion is only cation, which is Li-ion in its frameworks. Thus, 
as the lithium transfer number is 1, it is called the single ionic conductor. 7-8, 14-15 Second, as it does not 
suffer from de-solvation behaviors at the interface between active materials and solid electrolytes, it has 
much less charge transfer resistance, compared to that of organic LEs. 5, 16-18 Considering superior merits, 
if it is performed under the equal- environments such as same ionic conductivity, the batteries using 
SEs may show an outstanding performance. 18 
Thin-film ASLBs using LiPON (Li3.3PO3.9B0.17), which is a well-known commercialized SE 
material, have been outperformed. 19-22 But, as they were fabricated by vacuum deposition process, it is 
hard to make a thick electrode (tens of micrometers). 19-22 Moreover, the low ionic conductivity at room 
temperature (RT) of LiPON is limited to small-scale energy storage sources. 21-22 Thus, it is difficult to 
compete to conventional LIBs from viewpoint of manufacturing cost and energy density. 21-22 In the 
other hands, bulk-type ASLBs have attracted the promising potentiality such as scalable fabrication, 
higher energy density by enabled thick and bipolar electrodes. 7-8, 15 Because the microstructures of 
electrode in bulk-type ASLBs also are similar to conventional LIBs electrodes, 7-8 if SEs are superionic 
conductor (~10-2 S cm-1), bulk-type ASLBs may be expected outstanding performance due to its 
intrinsic nature of SEs. 15 However, there are several requirements such as scalable and cost-effective 
fabrication protocol, ionically and electronically well-designed electrode and most-importantly, highly 
conductive solid electrolyte, compared to ionic conductivity of LEs (~10-2 S cm-1), and others. 7-8, 23-29 
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To date, highly conductive SEs have been reported. Among them, Oxide and Sulfide inorganic 
SEs have been particularly investigated due to moderately ionic conductivity (> 10-4 S cm-1 at RT). The 
perovskite Li3xLa2/3-2x□1/3-2xTiO3 (0<x<0.16) (LLTO), 30 the NASICON-structured Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 
31 and the garnet-structured Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) 32 are the well-known oxide SEs chemistry. Although 
their fabrications of bulk-type ASLBs using air-stable oxide SEs have also been investigated, sintering 
process at high temperature (~ 800 oC) is necessary to require the two-dimensional intimate contacts 
between active materials and SEs. 33-34 Unfortunately, the undesired interfacial reaction by mutual 
diffusion of elements between LLZO and LiCoO2 was inevitable, resulting in their extremely poor 
electrochemical performance. 33-34 On the other hand, superior performances of bulk-type ASLBs have 
been reported using sulfide SEs such as glass-ceramic Li2S-P2S5 (e.g., Li7P3S11, 4.1 x 10-3 S cm-1), 35 
thio-LISICON (Li3.25Ge0.25P0.75S4, 2.5 x 10-3 S cm-1), 36 argyrodite Li6PS5X (X; Cl, Br, I, 3.2 x 10-3 S 
cm-1), 37-38 Li10GeP2S12 (LGPS, 1.2 x 10-2 S cm-1), 14 and Li9.5Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3 (LiSiPSCl, 2.5 x 10-2 S 
cm-1). 15 Although it generates toxic H2S gas due to their instability in air, 39-40 sulfide SEs are the most 
promising alternative candidate of inorganic SEs because of the following properties. Frist, it shows 
higher ionic conductivity (~10-2 S cm-1), compared to that of LEs, than oxide SEs. As the development 
of superionic sulfide SEs are considered a breakthrough, the investigation of ASLBs using sulfide SEs 
have been accelerated. Second, sulfide SEs show moderate Young’s moduli in between those of organic 
polymer electrolytes and oxide SEs. 24 Thus, as their deformability enables intimate contacts between 
active materials and SEs by simple cold-pressing, 24, 26 the undesired interfacial reaction during 
fabrication of ASLBs using sulfide SEs may be avoided.  
Most efforts for development of bulk-type ASLBs are focused on the ionic conductivity of SEs 
including design strategies 8, 36, 41-43 and analysis of conduction mechanism using first principle 
computation techniques. 44-48 Owing to systematic approaches, the superionic conductive sulfide SEs 
including LGPS 14 and LiSiPSCl 15 have been developed in the past few years. However, there is a 
discrepancy between high conductive sulfide SEs and poor electrochemical performance of ASLBs, 
which is originated from microstructure of electrode including the following properties. First, ASLB 
using inorganic SEs suffer from limited solid-solid ionic contacts due to inherent property. In practice, 
from the high porosity of composite electrode (~30 %), it indicates that poor ionic contacts between 
active materials and SEs. 23 To improve poor ionic contacts, the SE coating techniques such pulsed laser 
deposition (PLD), 24, 49 single-step wet-chemical fabrication 25 and homogeneous SE solution 26-27, 50-52 
have been reported. Thus, improved SE coverages onto surface of active materials match well with their 
systematic and complementary analysis results. 26-27, 52 Second, understanding and controlling the 
interfacial chemistries are important to develop the high performance ASLBs. From the theoretical and 
experimental studies on electrode-SE interfaces, the narrow electrochemical stability of SEs has been 
reported. 53-54 Accordingly, it has been shown that the electrochemical performance of ASLBs is affected 
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by ionic conductivity as well as electrochemical stability and interface compatibility. 55 Therefore, stable 
passivating interfaces, which is only ionically conductive layer, should be formed between active 
materials and SEs for high performance of ASLBs. 53-56 Third, surface modification of active materials 
should be provided as necessary. Although sulfide SEs may be formed oxidation layer with 
electronically insulating, the reactions of sulfide SEs and oxide cathodes are a fatal flaw due to their 
electronical conducting ability. 53 54 Moreover, the interfacial reactions between sulfide SEs and oxide 
cathode are highly favorable, thereby deteriorating interfacial layer due to formation of transition metal 
sulfide 53 54 57 58 and mutual diffusion of elements 58. Thus, to solve the incompatibility issue, the 
protective coating materials on oxide cathode have been reported. 56, 59-63    
From the viewpoint of optimal method of processing, there are several requirements such as 
low cost, scalable fabrication, enough mechanical stability and excellent stability in dry air. 7-8 In most 
studies, the pelletized electrodes, which consist of inorganic SEs, active materials and carbon additives, 
were too mechanical unstable to be scaled up. 8, 25, 27, 29, 64-65 Thus, the addition of polymer is essential 
to enhance mechanical property and adhesion with current collectors, which allows fabrication of large-
scale sheet-type electrode. Accordingly, sheet-type electrode and SE films using slurry process are 
considered as ideal solution. 8, 29, 64-65  
Reliable electrochemical test protocols are a prerequisite in research and development for 
advanced LIBs. Most importantly, the in-depth study of all-solid-state full-cells, which is imperative 
for practical applications, really hasn’t been reported very much. 66-68 Unfortunately, as the technology 
level of ASLBs is still in its early stages, most studies have paid much attention to scalable fabrication 
and energy density (Wh/kgcell), 25, 27, 29, 64-65 which is far too low to compete with that of conventional 
LIBs. Although several studies of all-solid-state full-cells have been reported, they have paid much 
attention to not only electrochemical analysis in half-cells but fabrication of sheet-type all-solid-state 
full-cells. 25, 27, 64-65 Thus, the development of reliable all-solid-state three-electrode cells is imperative. 
Furthermore, most electrochemical performances of ASLBs have been reported under high external 
pressure (tends of MPa). 66-67 Even though the ionically and electronically well-designed electrode are 
fabricated, their conduction pathways might be deteriorated by volume changes of active materials and 
side reaction of SEs. 67 From the viewpoint of practical applications in terms of large-scale and moderate 
operation conditions (e.g., low external pressure), it has a strong influence on their electrochemical 
performance. In this regard, understanding and controlling of pressure changes at the interface should 
be also necessarily studied.    
In this work, strategies for achieving high performance and the reliable electrochemical 
analysis of sheet-type ASLBs are demonstrated. The first part is for achieving high performance of 
sheet-type ASLBs using slurry process. The facile and scalable fabrication of sheet-type electrode and 
SE films are suggested by using polymeric binder and porous polymer membrane, respectively. And the 
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systematic and complementary analysis are discussed mainly on the aspect of their designed cell 
architecture. The second part is for reliable electrochemical analysis using a novel bulk-type all-solid-
state three-electrode cell and pressure monitoring system. The three-electrode cells provide the 
electrochemical test protocol, thereby enabling diagnosis of failure modes for ASLBs. In particular, the 
earlier termination of CEs (Li-In alloy) than WEs (Sn) in all-solid-state half-cells is solved by 
percolating Li-In alloy with SEs. In addition, the failure mechanism of LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2/graphite 
full-cells having only 50-60 um-thick SE layers at high C-rates is also revealed. Further, a unique 
dischargeability to 0 V for LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2/graphite or LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2/Si–C full-cells is 
described. Lastly, the interfacial behaviors at the graphite electrode in LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2/graphite full-
cells with various amounts of LGPS in graphite electrode were investigated. Moreover, the state-of-
charge (SOC) values, which is the most important factor of tracking the abnormal behavior in lithium 
rechargeable batteries, were successfully estimated from volume changes of graphite electrode in 
LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2/graphite full-cells. As the rearrangement of particles in electrode during cycling 
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2. Background 
2.1. Principle of Lithium Secondary Batteries 
Since the first commercialization of rechargeable LIBs, the major active materials of LiCoO2 and 
graphite are used as cathode and as anode, respectively. 1-4 The working principle of LIBs are illustrated 
in Figure 1. The basic elements of LIBs are cathode (positive electrode), anode (negative electrode), 
separator and liquid electrolyte, which consist of Li salts dissolved in aprotic solvent. In charge process, 
when an external electrical energy is provided into LIB cells, which is nonspontaneous reaction, the Li-
ions are moved from cathode materials to anode materials through electrolytes. And then, reduction 
reaction occurs at anode materials. In discharge process, which is spontaneous reaction where energy is 
released to supply power, the movements of Li-ions change reverse. 
As the role of electrolyte is an ionic conductor and electronic insulator, the basic electrolyte 
should meet requirements: 5 (1) To be good ionic conductor and electronic insulator. (2) To have wide 
electrochemical window. (3) To remain inert to all cell components, especially the charged surfaces of 
active materials. (4) To remain liquid in a wide temperature range. (5) To be safe (low flammability), 
nontoxic and economical. However, as conventional liquid electrolytes (LEs) are decomposed at the 
surface of active materials, it has a great effect on the performance of LIBs. 2-5 Moreover, the dissolution 
of transition metal from oxide cathode materials (LiNixCoyMnzO2) and polysulfide for sulfur-carbon 
cathodes are a main factor of the degradation of conventional LIBs. 2-5 Fortunately, as the electronically 
insulating solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer is formed, graphite has been successfully employed in 
LIBs. Furthermore, for improvement of safety, the characteristics of separator should be also considered 
the following requirements: 6 (1) To be electronic insulator. (2) To be sufficient physical strength to 
allow easy handling. (3) To have high thermal stability (low shrinkage). (4) To have chemical resistance 
with liquid electrolyte and electrode reactants. (5) To be readily wetted by electrolyte. (6) To be 
uniformly and thinner thickness. Unfortunately, as the conventional LEs has narrow operating 
temperature range and its flammability, the state-of-art LIBs are struggling to solve the safety problem 










Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the working principle of lithium ion battery. 
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2.2. Overview of Bulk-Type Inorganic All-Solid-State Lithium Batteries 
  2.2.1. Conductivity of Solid Electrolytes 
As the one of merits of sulfide solid electrolytes (SEs) is single ionic conductor, the strategies of well-
designed immobile crystal structure framework, which provides good Li-ion conduction pathways, are 
imperative for achieving high ionic conductivity. For superionic conductive SEs, their crystal structure 
framework has distinguishing features: 1) the favorable hopping sites for mobile. 2) the long-range of 
connectivity between favorable hopping sites with low energy barrier. 3) the chemistries of materials 
(e.g.; the highly polarizable and larger anions). Thus, the overall conductivity is expressed by the 









where, A is constant related to the crystal structure, nc is the concentration of mobile-ion carriers (e.g., 
vacancy or interstitial), Ea is the activation energy for ion transport, T is temperature in K, and kB is the 
Boltzmann constant. 
 
 Generally, as the isovalent substitution of larger and more polarizable ions tends to increase 
the ionic conductivity of SEs, sulfide SEs show higher conductivity than oxide SEs. 36, 45 Among the 
sulfide glass electrolytes, the famous binary system is Li2S-P2S5 such as Li7P3S11 (70Li2S-30P2S5, which 
has an equimolar mixture of isolated PS43- and P2S74-) and Li3PS4 (75Li2S-25P2S5, which is comprised 
of isolated PS43-). Although these materials exhibit a wide range of compositions and high conductivities, 
the crystal structure of metastable Li2S-P2S5 glass-ceramics are highly complicated. 72-74 For example, 
the ionic conductivities of Li3PS4 are significantly different depending on the structure (e.g.; γ-Li3PS4: 
3 x 10-7 S cm-1 vs. β-Li3PS4: ~10-4-10-3 S cm-1). 73 Especially, the structure of Li4P2S6, which is 
crystallized from the sulfur loss of Li4P2S7, shows low conductivity due to large defect formation 
enthalpy and the relatively high migration barrier. 75 In contrast, for crystalline sulfide SEs, Kanno and 
co-workers reported the well-known thio-ltihium superionic conductor (thio-LISICON, 
Li3.25Ge0.25P0.75S4, 2.2 x 10-3 S cm-1 at 25oC), 36 which was the first crystalline ionic conductor along the 
Li3PS4-Li4MS4 tie line. And then, they also reported the extremely high conductive Li10GeP2S12 (LGPS, 
1.2 x 10-2 S cm-1 at RT) 14 and Li9.5Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3 (LiSiPSCl, 2.5 x 10-2 S cm-1), 15 which is compared 
to conductivity of LEs. Ceder and co-workers claimed that LGPS is in fact a 3D ion conductor from the 
results of ab initio MD simulation, which is well-matched with the experimental value (the calculated 
overall conductivity of 9 x 10-3 S cm-1). 44 Also, the superionic conductive of LGPS was originated from 
the fast in the 1D diffusion channel along the c direction from the calculated values of conductivities 
and activation barriers (4 x 10-2 S cm-1 and 0.17 eV in the c-direction vs. 9 x 10-4 S cm-1 and 0.28 eV in 
the ab plane, respectively). 44 In addition, they reported that the interstitial Li-ion defects is key to 
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develop the high conductive SEs by ab initio MD simulation. 76 Recently, the off-stoichiometric LGPS-
like-structured Li9.6P3S12 also reported (1.2 x 10-3 S cm-1 at 25oC). 15 Furthermore, the argyrodite 
Li6PS5X (X; Cl, Br, I), which is comprised of isolated PS43- and Li-coordinated S2-, also shows exhibits 
high ionic conductivity (> 10-3 S cm-1). 37-38, 77-78 As the substitution of X in Li6PS5X provides the 
polarizability and lattice parameter of the anion sublattice without significantly changing Li-ion 
conduction pathways, it affects the Li occupancies and X-/S2- site disorders. 77-78 For the case of I- anion 
(2.20 pm), as it is known to be existed at the different crystallographic sites of S2- anion, no site disorder 
occurs due to larger size than S2- anion (1.84 pm). 77-78 However, very recently, Wolfgang and co-
workers reported that the aliovalent substitution in Li6+xP1-xGexS5I shows high ionic conductivity (5.4 x 
10-3 S cm-1 in cold-pressed state and 1.84 x 10-2 S cm-1 upon sintering) with changing significantly the 
Li+ occupancies, I-/S2- site disorder and activation barrier. 78 These results suggest that the structural 
changes and increasing lattice volume with proper combinations of anions provide an insight into the 
exploration of highly conductive chemistries of SEs.   
 
2.2.2. Electrochemical Stability of Solid Electrolytes 
The success of conventional LIBs must have been very difficult to develop the high performance of 
LIBs without the presence and development of solid electrolyte layer (SEI) layer, which is mainly 
originated from decomposition of organic LEs. 2-5 Thus, the electrochemical stability and chemistry of 
LEs are considered as the one of major factors for high performance such as durability, rate capability 
and safety. 
 In this regard, the electrochemical stability of sulfide SEs is also important to develop the high 
performance of ASLBs. Unfortunately, as the understanding of decomposition of sulfide SEs at the 
interface is in a stage of infancy, they have limited electrochemical windows from the theoretical 
calculation. 44-45, 54 Ceder and co-workers investigated the phase stability, electrochemical stability and 
Li-ion conductivity of the highly conductive Li10±1MP2X12 (where M=Ge, Si, Sn, Al, or P and X=O, S 
or Se) family using first principle calculations. 45 They claimed that the metastable LGPS is not stable 
against reduction at low potential because of their low band gap (3.6 eV) and suffer from a passivation 
phenomenon, where Li2X, Li3P and LixMy alloy are generally formed as decomposition products. 45 In 
particular, the detrimental mixed conducting interphases (MCIs), which is originated from LixMy alloy, 
may lead to continuous irreversible reaction. At the positive potential, the cathodic phase equilibria of 
sulfide SEs comprise MxPySz, P2S5 and S. 45 Thereafter, the formation of Li2S by decomposition of 
LGPS at the low potential (< 0.6 V vs. Li/Li+) was observed by Jung and co-workers, thereby degrading 
the performance of ASLBs. 55 Moreover, their results provide an insight on the strategy for improvement 
of electrochemical stability of sulfide SEs, which is the isovalent substitution of oxygen for 
Li10±1MP2S12, based on the energy levels of valence p-orbitals of anionic species. 45 With this 
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background, the oxygen substitution of sulfide SEs tends to improve the electrochemical stability. 79-82  
 Although the narrow electrochemical window of sulfide SEs can degrade the performance of 
ASLBs, it provides new insight into to the design of interfacial engineering and the understanding of 
passivation phenomenon.  
 
2.2.3. Interface Compatibility between Active Materials and Solid Electrolytes 
Most inorganic SEs suffer from incompatibility with electrode materials and narrow intrinsic 
electrochemical windows, which results in the below par electrochemical performances. Thus, the 
understanding of phenomena at the interface between active materials and SEs is one of crucial factors 
for achieving high performance of ASLBs. 
As the performance of ASLBs using LixMO2 (M=Co, Ni, Mn) have been reported, the bare 
LixMO2 exhibits much lower capacity and higher overpotential than the case of conventional LIB. 28, 34, 
49, 58-59, 61, 64, 82 This can be explained by the intrinsically low oxidation onset potential (~3 V vs. Li/Li+) 
of sulfide SEs, 44-45, 55, 83-86 mutually diffusion of elements (M, P, and S) at the interface and surface 
impurities, 57-58, 79, 85 which lead to huge irreversible reaction during charging. Moreover, the high 
overpotential during cycling is also caused by the poor ionic contacts between active materials and SEs. 
23-27, 50-51, 87-88 In this regard, numerous coating materials for interfacial engineering on active materials 
have been reported such as LiNbO3, 59 Li4Ti5O12, 60 LiAlO2, 61 Al2O3, 62 Li3PO4, 63 Li2O-ZrO2, 64 Li3BO3, 
56 and Li3-xB1-xCxO3. 56 Importantly, Jung and co-workers reported that the interfacial reaction between 
LiCoO2 and sulfide SEs is not thermodynamically stable but spontaneous decomposition by calculating 
the thermodynamic reaction energies. 56 Thus, the surface modification for prevention of continuous 
reaction by detrimental MCIs containing transition metal sulfide is important to develop the high 
performance ASLBs. 56 
 Lithium metal has been considered as ideal anode for lithium secondary batteries because of 
its high theoretical capacity (3862 mA h g-1) and the lowest negative electrochemical potential. However, 
for conventional LIBs, there are tough safety matters relevant to the internal short-circuits (ISCs) caused 
by dendritic growth of Li metal during cycling, thereby restricting the application of practical LIBs. 89-
96 Unfortunately, all-solid-state Li metal batteries also suffer from internal short-circuits (ISCs) 97-99 and 
deteriorating chemical reaction of SEs with Li metal. 100-105 The penetrating growth of Li metal into the 
defects of SE structures, that is voids and along the grain boundaries have been reported. 97-99 In this 
regard, the protective layer for suppressing dendritic growth of Li metal and reaction with sulfide SEs 
are essential for practical all-solid-state Li metal batteries. 102-107 
 
2.2.4. Reliable Electrochemical Test Protocols for All-Solid-State Lithium Batteries 
Reliable electrochemical test protocols are prerequisite in R&D for advanced lithium rechargeable 
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batteries. For conventional lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) using liquid electrolytes (LEs), as many 
electrochemical and spectroscopic investigations have been reported, 108-113 the conventional LIBs have 
been employed successfully in various applications based on the in-depth study. Unfortunately, however, 
the unique fabrication protocol of all-solid-state lithium batteries (ASLBs), which is based on cold-
pressing under high pressure (hundreds of MPa) and the use of a pelletizing mold (Figure 2), makes the 
design of reliable electrochemical test protocols for bulk-type ASLBs extremely challenging. 
Furthermore, from the viewpoint of practical applications, as the thick SE layer (≥600 μm) have been 
routinely used for the lab-scale tests of ASLBs, the thickness of SE layer should be reduced to tens of 
micrometers. For these reasons, only a few studies of electrochemical test protocols for bulk-type 
ASLBs have been reported. 66-68 
 As Li metal has constant voltage even at high current densities, it is routinely used as a 
reference electrode (RE) and simultaneously as a counter electrode (CE) for conventional LIBs. 
However, interpretation of the performances of working electrodes (WEs) is hindered by Li metal 
electrodes in harsh conditions. 94-96 In contrast, Li-In alloy has been used as counter electrode and 
reference electrode in the half-cells of ASLBs because of their flat voltage plateau at 0.62 V (vs. Li/Li+) 
as matters stand.14, 23, 25-28, 38, 49-52, 55-56, 58-60, 65-68, 80, 83, 85-86, 107, 114 But, as their kinetic behaviors under 
various electrochemical conditions have not been evaluated yet, the reliability of Li-In alloy as counter 
and reference electrodes in ASLBs must be carefully evaluated. In particularly, when the advanced 
electrode materials (e.g., Sn, 115-116 Si 117-121 and S 122), which is under the high usage and current 
densities of Li-In alloy, it might show that the electrochemical performance of WEs is hindered by 
polarization of Li-In alloy. Furthermore, as all-solid-state lithium batteries (ASLBs) have been operated 
under high external pressure, volume changes of active materials and/or decomposition of sulfide SEs 
is not critical for deteriorating interfacial layer in terms of their ionically and electronically conduction 
pathways during cycling so far. 66-67 From a practical perspective, as the operation conditions of large-
scale ASLBs should be milder than the present, the tracking of volume changes at the interface between 
active materials and sulfide SEs is an essential prerequisite. 
 In this regard, the understanding and controlling the interfacial reactions such as 
decomposition of SE with Li metal or oxide cathode materials and volume changes of active materials 
must be required for the development of high performance of ASLBs.  
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3. Experimental 
3.1 Preparation of materials  
 For synthesis of sulfide SEs. LPS (or 75Li2S-25P2S5 glass-ceramic SE) powders were 
prepared by mechanically milling a mixture of Li2S (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) and P2S5 (99%, Sigma-
Aldrich), followed by heat-treatment at 243 oC for 1 h. 55 For the preparation of LGPS powders, 
stoichiometric mixture of Li2S, P2S5, and GeS2 (99.9%, American Elements) powders were pelletized 
under 370 MPa and subjected to heat treatment at 550 oC for 10 h. 55 Argyrodite Li6PS5Cl SE powders 
were prepared by mechanical-milling and subsequent heat-treatment under inert atmosphere. After a 
stoichiometric mixture of Li2S (99.9%, Alfa Aesar), P2S5 (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), and LiCl (99.99%, 
Sigma Aldrich) was ball-milled at 600 rpm for 10 h at room temperature in a ZrO2 vial with ZrO2 balls 
using a planetary ball mill (Pulverisette 7PL; Fritsch GmbH). 27 The resulting powders were heat-treated 
at 550 °C for 5 h in a sealed quartz tube. The as-prepared SE powders of LPS, LGPS and LPSCl showed 
a Li-ion conductivity of 1.0  10-3 S cm-1, 6.0  10-3 S cm-1, 3.0  10-3 S cm-1 at 30 °C, respectively. 
For the sheet-type solid electrolyte films (NW-SE films). Anhydrous toluene (99.8%, 
Sigma-Aldrich) was used, after removal of a trace amount of water by using CaH2, as a solvent to 
disperse the SE powders for the doctor-blade method. Prior to using, the PPTA non-woven (thickness: 
~16 m, porosity: ~70%, Kuraray) was dried overnight under vacuum. In addition, Ni-coated NW, as a 
current collector, was obtained by depositing Ni on NW using a DC sputtering system (Sorona, SRN-
120) at 700 W for 25 min at 10 mTorr under Ar. The pNW was prepared by dipping NW in a solution 
of LiTFSI (99.95%, Sigma-Aldrich) and PEO (average Mv ~5,000,000, Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in 
anhydrous acetonitrile (99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich) (LiTFSI:PEO = 1:8 mole ratio), and subsequently 
drying in an Ar-filled dry box. LTS powders were prepared by mechanical milling. 123 33.8 mg of Li3N 
(99.4%, Alfa Aesar) and 216.4 mg of TiS2 (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) powders were mechanically milled 
at 500 rpm for 2 h using a planetary ball mill (Pulverisette 7PL; Fritsch GmbH) containing a steel vial 
and ZrO2 balls.  
For the sheet-type electrodes and diagnostic study of ASLBs. The premixing process was 
carried out by milling a mixture of NCM622 and SE powders with ZrO2 balls at 1000 rpm for 6 min 
using Thinky Mixer. LiNbO3 (1.4 wt%) was coated on NCM622 powder using the wet-chemical method, 
before using the electrodes. 26, 59  
 
3.2 Materials characterization  
 For the sheet-type solid electrolyte films (NW-SE films). FESEM images were obtained 
using an S-4800 (Hitachi). The cross-sectioned mono-cell (LCO/(SE-NW-SE)/LTO) was prepared by 
coating glue on both sides of the sample in order to maintain its form and to avoid exposure to H2O in 
air. After polishing the cross-sectioned surface at 5 kV for 13 h with an Ar ion beam (JEOL, SM-0910), 
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FESEM images of the cross-section were obtained using a Quanta 3D FEG (FEI, SE mode); the sample 
was prepared entirely in a dry room. The amount of residual Li2CO3 in the LiCoO2 powders was 
measured by Warder’s titration method 124 using an Auto Titrator. The TGA data were obtained from 25 
oC to 900 oC at 5 oC min-1 under Ar with a SDT Q600 (TA Instrument). For the HRTEM and EDS 
analyses of the pNW film, a 30 keV Ga+ ion beam was used for sectioning. The HRTEM images and 
EDS line scanning were obtained using JEM-2100F (JEOL) with 200 kV and 0.105 mA. Porosity values 
of the cold-pressed pellets were obtained by the following Equation. 










where M: weight of the pellet (M = 0.15 g), D: diameter of the pellet (D = 1.3 cm), t: thickness of the 
pellet (tLPS = 0.070 cm, tLGPS = 0.067 cm), : apparent density (LPS = 1.87 g cm-3, LGPS = 2.035 g cm-
3) 24, 125 
For the sheet-type electrodes. The FESEM images were obtained using an S-4800 (Hitachi). 
Cross-sectional surfaces of the electrodes were prepared by polishing at 5 kV for 13 h with an Ar ion 
beam (JEOL, SM-0910). The FESEM images and the corresponding EDXS elemental maps of cross-
sectioned electrodes were obtained using a JSM-7000F (JEOL). For the XRD measurements, samples 
were sealed with a beryllium window and mounted on a D8-Bruker Advance diffractometer (Cu Kα 
radiation: 1.54056 Å) at 40 mA and 40 kV. The Raman and Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra 
were measured with a 532 nm ND-YAG laser using an Alpha300S (Witec Instruments) and in a wide 
range of frequencies from 800 to 4000 cm-1 using a Cary 670 (Aglient).  
 For the diagnostic study of ASLBs. For the results of diagnosis of faulure mode of ASLBs 
using three-electrode cells, the cross-sectional surfaces of the samples were prepared by polishing at 
1.5 kV for 4 h with an Ar ion beam (HITACHI, IM4000). The FESEM images and the corresponding 
EDXS elemental maps were obtained using an S-4800 (HITACHI). TOF-SIMS analyses were 
conducted on a TOF SIMS 5 (ION-TOF GmbH, Heisenbergstrae, Münster). A 25-keV pulsed Bi+ ion 
source was employed for analysis and sputtering. The TOF-SIMS imaging areas were 300  300 μm2 
and 450  450 μm2 for the cross-sectioned Li-In and Li-In-SE CEs, respectively. The base pressure of 
the analysis chamber was maintained at <5.0  10-10 Pa during all analyses. The 7Li MAS-NMR spectra 
were obtained at 233.12 MHz at a rotor frequency of 25 kHz with 1.2 s of 90o pulses using an Agilent 
VNMRS 600 MHz Solid NMR spectrometer with 1.6 mm HXY Fast MAS probe. Chemical shift for 
7Li is referenced to LiCl powder. For the ex-situ 7Li MAS-NMR measurements, after the Gr electrodes 
for Gr/Li-In all-solid-state half-cells were lithiated at 0.1C for 8 h or at 2C for 20 min, the Gr electrodes 
and the SE layers, which were in contact with the Gr electrodes, were carefully collected and subjected 
to the measurements without exposure to air. 
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3.3 Electrochemical characterization  
 For the sheet-type solid electrolyte films (NW-SE films). Li+ ion conductivity of the SEs 
was measured by an alternating current (AC) method using a Li+-ion blocking cell (Ti/SE/Ti) at 
30 oC. The LCO/LTO all-solid-state cell was fabricated from a 15 mg of a mixture of LCO and LGPS 
with 70:30 weight ratio and 24 mg of a mixture of LTO, LPS, and super P with 49.8:49.8:0.5 weight 
ratio were used as positive and negative composite electrodes, respectively. Furthermore, the LTS/LTO 
all-solid-state cell was fabricated from 4.5 mg of a mixture of LTS, LPS, and super P with 32.3:64.5:3.2 
weight ratio and 10 mg of a mixture of LTO, LPS, and super P with 33.1:66.1:0.8 weight ratio were 
used as composite electrodes. For fabrication of the all-solid-state cell using the bendable NW-SE film, 
electrode powders of a composite were spread on the top of the NW-SE film and the cell was pelletized 
by pressing at 370 MPa. Electrode powders of another electrode were then spread on the other side of 
the NW-SE film, and then pressed at 370 MPa. All the powders were pressed in a 
polyaryletheretherketone (PEEK) mold (diameter = 13 mm) with Ti metal rods as current collectors 
(Figure 2). To fabricate free-standing LCO/LTO all-solid-state sheet cells, the composite electrodes 
were prepared by cold-pressing the electrode-coated Ni foil with the Ni-coated NW at 370 MPa. The 
as-prepared composite electrode on Ni-coated NW were then cut and assembled with the bendable SE 
film by pressing at 370 MPa. All the processes for preparing the SEs and fabricating the all-solid-state 
cells were performed in an Ar-filled dry box. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) study 
was performed using an Iviumstat (IVIUM Technologies Corp.).  
For the sheet-type electrodes. The Li-ion conductivity of the Li6PS5Cl SE pelletized under 
370 MPa was measured using an AC (alternating current) impedance method with a Ti/SE/Ti Li-ion 
blocking cell. The dry-mixed electrodes were obtained by manual mixing of active materials (NCM622), 
SE powders (LPSCl), and carbon additives (Super C65) with the target compositions. The wet-slurry 
fabricated electrodes were obtained by the following procedure. Slurries were prepared by mixing 
targeted amounts of SE powders, active materials (NCM622 or graphite powders), nitrile butadiene 
rubber (NBR), and carbon additives (only for cathode) in anhydrous xylene. After the as-prepared 
slurries were coated on current collectors using the doctor blade method, the electrodes were obtained 
by heating at 120 °C and subsequent drying under vacuum overnight. For fabrication of the 
NCM622/Li-In half-cells, the mixed electrode powders for dry-mixed electrodes (or the slurry mixed 
electrodes) were put on the surfaces of the pre-pelletized SE layer (150 mg). For fabrication of the 
NCM622/graphite full-cells, the SE layers were coated directly on the as-formed graphite electrode by 
the doctor-blade method using a xylene-NBR-based slurry. The negative electrodes of Li0.5In (nominal 
composition) powders for the half-cells or the slurry-mixed graphite electrodes for the full-cells were 
put on the other side of the SE layer. Then, all the assembled components were pressed at 370 MPa in 
a PEEK (polyether ether ketone) mold (diameter of 13 mm) with Ti metal rods as current collectors 
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(Figure 2). The pelletized NCM622/graphite full-cells were cycled at 0.025C and 30 °C between 2.50–
4.20 V for the first two cycles, 2.50–4.25 V for the subsequent two cycles, and 2.50–4.30 V for the 
following cycles. The pouch-type NCM622/graphite full-cells were fabricated by sealing an assembly 
of the wet-slurry fabricated electrodes and SE layer (positive electrodes: 80  60 mm2, negative 
electrodes and SE layers: 83  63 mm2) in a pouch, and then pressing subsequently at 492 MPa. The 
pouch-type full-cells were cycled at 0.025C and 25 °C between 2.5–4.2 V. All the procedures for 
fabrication of the electrodes and cells were performed in an Ar-filled dry box in which H2O was 
controlled to < 1 ppm. The EIS measurements were performed with amplitude of 10 mV and frequency 
range from 5 mHz to 1.5 MHz using an Iviumstat (IVIUM Technologies Corp.). After the cells were 
discharged to 3.7 V (vs. Li/Li+) at 0.1C at the second cycle, a constant voltage of 3.7 V (vs. Li/Li+) was 
applied until the current decreased to 0.025C, followed by rest for 3 h to restore equilibrium. The GITT 
measurements were carried out with a pulse current of 0.6C for 60 s and rest for 2 h at the second cycle. 
The contact areas between NCM622 and SE particles (S) were obtained by the GITT measurements 
using the following equation. 26-27, 52 










where D: chemical diffusion coefficient of NCM622, S: contact area between electrolyte and active 
materials, τ : pulse duration (60 s), ∆Es : steady-state voltage change, ∆Et :transient voltage change, 
MNCM: molecular weight of the host, Ni0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2 (90.13 g mol-1), mNCM: mass of the host in the 
sample (varied depending on the mass loading), Vm: molar volume of the sample (the value used was 
for LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2, 20.29 cm3 mol-1). 126   
The chemical diffusion coefficient (D) of 1.72  10-11 cm2 s-1 for NCM622 was obtained from a GITT 
result using a NCM622/Li cell with LE. The surface coverage values were obtained by dividing the 
contact area between active materials and SEs obtained by the as-described GITT analysis by the surface 
areas of NCM622 powders obtained by N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm experiment (0.64 m2 g-1).  
For the diagnostic study of ASLBs using three-electrode cells. The Sn electrodes for all-
solid-state half-cells were obtained by manual mixing of Sn (99%, 10 m, Sigma-Aldrich) and SE 
powders (Li6PS5Cl) with the weight ratio of 70:30. The wet-slurry-fabricated electrodes were obtained 
by the following procedure. Slurries were prepared by mixing active materials (NCM or Gr or Si-C 
powders), SE powders, nitrile-butadiene rubber (NBR), and carbon additives (only for positive 
electrodes) in anhydrous xylene with the weight ratios of 68.1:29.2:1.4:1.3, 58.6:39.1:2.3:0.0, and 
59.4:39.6:1.0:0.0 for the NCM, Gr, and Si-C electrodes, respectively. After the as-prepared slurries were 
coated on current collectors (Al and Ni foil for the NCM and Gr (or Si-C) electrodes, respectively) 
using the doctor blade method, the electrodes were obtained by heating at 120 °C and subsequent drying 
overnight under vacuum. The CEs for the half-cells were fabricated by mixing Li metal (FMC Lithium 
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Corp.) and In powders (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) with or without SE powders with the targeted weight 
ratios using Thinky mixer at 2000 rpm for 1 min. The amount of Li0.5In or Li0.5In-SE CEs was controlled 
so that the CEs accommodate more than two times higher full capacity for WEs by full lithiation of 
Li0.5In to LiIn. For example, the amount of Li-In(-SE) CEs for Sn electrode was set to accommodate a 
capacity of 959 mA h gSn-1 for WEs. For the fabrication of the Sn/Li-In(-SE) half-cells, the mixed Sn 
WE and Li-In(-SE) CE powders were spread on the other surfaces of the pre-pelletized SE (Li6PS5Cl) 
layer (150 mg). The Sn electrode for liquid-electrolyte-cells was prepared by spreading the Sn powders, 
super P, and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) binder on a piece of Cu foil in a weight ratio of 70:10:20. The 
mass of Sn electrode was 4.7 mgelectrode cm-2 (3.3 mgSn cm-2). For the liquid-electrolyte-cell tests, 2032-
type coin cells using Li metal as the counter and reference electrode were used. A solution of LiPF6 (1.0 
M) dissolved in a mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC), ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC), and dimethyl 
carbonate (DMC) (3:4:3 v/v) (Panax Etec) was used as the electrolyte. A porous polypropylene 
(PP)/polyethylene (PE)/PP tri-layer film (Celgard Inc.) was used as the separator. For the NCM/Li all-
solid-state cells, the wet-slurry fabricated NCM electrodes, 120 m Li metal foils (HONJO METAL), 
and the Li6PS5Cl pellet as the SE layer were used. For fabrication of the NCM/Gr (or NCM/Si-C) full-
cells with the thick SE layers, the slurry-prepared electrodes were assembled with pre-pelletized SE 
layers. For fabrication of the NCM/Gr full-cells with the thin SE layers (50–60 m), the SE layers were 
coated directly on the as-formed Gr electrode by the doctor-blade method using a xylene-NBR-based 
slurry. The np ratios (the areal capacity ratio of negative to positive electrodes) for NCM/Gr and 
NCM/Si-C full cells were approx. 1.1. For fabrication of three-electrode cells (Figure 3), after the 
WE/SE/CE assembly for the half-cells or full-cells were pressed at 370 MPa, additional SE layers (120 
mg of Li6PS5Cl) were put on top of the WEs (Figure 3b). Finally, the Li0.5In powders or Li metal foils 
as RE were put on the top of the SE layer, forming RE/SE/WE/SE/CE, followed by pressing at 74 MPa 
or 15 MPa, respectively. For the NCM/Gr (or NCM/Si-C) three-electrode cells, a small piece of Al 
current collectors was carefully removed in order to connect the RE and WE layers through the SE layer 
as illustrated in Figure 3b. For the ex-situ 7Li MAS-NMR measurements, the slurry-fabricated Gr 
electrodes and 150 mg of Li6PS5Cl powders (~730 m) as the SE layer were employed. For the Gr/Ni-
NW/Li-In all-solid-state three-electrode cells, the slurry-fabricated Gr electrodes were used. The Ni-
NW electrode were prepared by depositing Ni on NW using a DC sputtering system (Sorona, SRN-120) 
at 700 W for 25 min at 10 mTorr under Ar. All the procedures were performed in a 
polyaryletheretherketone (PEEK) mold (diameter = 1.3 cm) with Ti metal current collectors (Figure 2). 
All the processes for fabricating the all-solid-state cells were performed in an Ar-filled dry box. The 
Sn/Li-In(-SE) half-cells, NCM/Gr and NCM/Si-C full-cells were cycled at the targeted C-rates at 30 °C 
between 0.0-2.0 V, 2.50–4.20 V and 1.20–4.25 V, respectively. All the all-solid-state cells were cycled 
under 74 MPa. The galvanostatic charge-discharge tests were carried out by applying the current 
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between WE and CE while the open-circuit voltage of WE/RE was measured.  
For the diagnostic study of ASLBs using pressure monitoring system. The 
NCM622/graphite all-solid-state cells were fabricated from a 15 mg of a mixture of NCM622, LPSCl 
and super C65 with 70:30:3 weight ratio and 8.8 mg of a mixture of graphite, LPSCl (and/or LGPS) 
with 6:4 weight ratio were used as positive and negative composite electrodes, respectively. The np 
ratios (the areal capacity ratio of negative to positive electrodes) for NCM/Gr full cells were approx. 
1.2, which is calculated from graphite electrode with LPSCl. The button load cell (CBFS, Bongshin) 
was used for pressure monitoring system (Figure 4). NCM/Gr full-cells with mixtures of LPSCl and 
LGPS (LPSCl:LGPS=100-x:x, x=0, 10, 20, 100 wt.%) were charged at same amounts of Li extracted 
from NCM622 electrode (4.3 V vs. Li/Li+) and then discharged 2.5 V at 30oC. For the ex-situ XRD 
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4. Results and Discussion 
4.1. Sheet-Type Electrodes & Solid Electrolyte Films 
4.1.1. Solid Electrolyte Films 
Most of the previous studies of ASLBs have not paid much attention to cell-based (not 
electrode-material-based) energy densities, which are far too low to compete with those of conventional 
LIBs. ASLBs contain excessively large amounts of SE which nullify the advantages of using high-
energy electrode materials. Approximately, 30-70 wt.% of SEs are used in the composite electrodes, 
which, conversely, results in a 30-70% decrease in the corresponding energy density based on composite 
electrodes. 7-8, 14-15, 23, 27, 55-56 In order to minimize the amount of SE in the composite electrodes, laser 
vapor deposition was used to directly coat the active materials (LiCoO2 (LCO)) with SE thereby forming 
intimate contacts between the two. 24 Recently, solution-processable SE solution methods have been 
also investigated to deposit the SE layers on the active materials. 26-27, 50-52 More importantly, it should 
be noted that the typical lab-made pellet-type ASLBs consist of a very thick (~0.5-1.0 mm) SE layer 
with a mass loading in the range of ~90-150 mg cm-2. 23, 26-27, 52, 55-56; this very thick SE layer results, 
undoubtedly, in a significant decrease in the energy density of the cell. From the viewpoint of cell energy 
density and scalable fabrication, the technology level of ASLBs is also in a stage of infancy. 25, 27, 29, 64 
In this regard, the scalable fabrication of ASLBs using slurry process is essential. 
In this part, the first ever bendable and thin sulfide SE films reinforced with a mechanically-
compliant poly(paraphenylene terephthalamide) (PPTA) non-woven (NW) scaffold were fabricated by 
facile scalable process, which enables the fabrication of free-standing and stackable ASLBs with high 
energy and high rate capabilities. The free-standing and stackable ASLB consists of a LiCoO2 cathode, 
a Li4Ti5O12 anode, and a thin (~70 m) NW-reinforced SE (referred as “NW-SE” hereafter) film; the 
LiCoO2 has a clean surface that was prepared by heat-treating in air. Furthermore, by incorporating the 
bendable NW-SE film, the cell energy density of the ASLB is increased by a factor of three compared 
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   4.1.1.1. Properties of Solid Electrolyte Films 
The fabrication process of the NW- SE films is illustrated in Figure 5. The sulfide SE used was either 
glass-ceramic Li3PS4 (LPS, pristine: 1.0  10-3 S cm-1 at 30 oC, after exposure to anhydrous toluene: 7.3 
 10-4 S cm-1) or tetragonal Li10GeP2S12 (LGPS, pristine: 6.0  10-3 S cm-1 at 30 oC, after exposure to 
anhydrous toluene: 4.0  10-3 S cm-1). 55 Fabrication of the films begins with using the doctor-blade 
method to coat the sulfide SE slurry (using anhydrous toluene as a solvent) on a Ni foil and the 
subsequent drying. The as-prepared SE-coated Ni foil is then cold-pressed onto the NW substrate. This 
pressing results in the transfer of the SE layer from the Ni foil to the NW substrate owing to the better 
adhesion of the SE layer toward the NW substrate than the Ni foil. Two different configurations (“SE-
NW-SE” and “NW-SE-NW”) of the NW-SE films were prepared via this ‘transfer’ method. Even though 
a “SE-NW” film also can be fabricated, in this work only the films of symmetric configuration were 
used for reasonable evaluation on further electrochemical tests. The as-prepared SE-NW-SE and NW-
SE-NW films are both free-standing, have a mass loading of ~5.7 mg cm-2 and are ~70 m-thick. In 
addition, the PPTA NW is very light (0.8 mg cm-2) and constitutes only 14% of the mass of the NW-SE 
film (SE-NW-SE). This PPTA NW, which is known as a high-performance polymer with good thermal, 
chemical, and electrochemical stability, 127 serves as a mechanically compliant scaffold that provides 
flexibility and toughness to the NW-SE film. Especially, the PPTA NW is stable up to ~400 oC (Figure 
6), which demonstrates that the inclusion of organic component, PPTA NW, does not significantly 
degrade the intrinsic advantage of excellent thermal stability of sulfide SEs. With a thickness of only 
16 m, the PPTA NW is also thin, and has a high porosity (70%) as well as large opening sizes (~40 
m) (Figure 7). These features allow easy penetration of the sulfide SE particles into the pores of the 
PPTA NW, as evidenced by the merged SE materials observed at the openings of the NW of the NW-
SE-NW film in Figure 1. Moreover, the marginal decreases in conductivity values (Table 1) of the NW-
SE films (0.20 mS cm-1 for LPS-NW-LPS and 0.16 mS cm-1 for NW-LPS-NW) compared to those of 
conventional SE films (0.73 mS cm-1) confirm that good ionic conduction pathways formed in the SE 
materials that were impregnated inside the NW scaffold. Note, however, that the conductance values of 
the NW-SE films (37 mS for LPS-NW-LPS and 29 mS for NW-LPS-NW) are higher than that of the 
conventional SE film (14 mS). The comparison of the conductivity and conductance values shown in 
Table 1 will be further discussed in a later section. In a previous report, 55 our group demonstrated that, 
by using a LGPS-LPS SE bilayer in which LPS faces the Li-In anode (operating voltage: ~0.62 V vs. 
Li/Li+ for In + Li+ + e-  LiIn), it is possible to overcome the poor stability problem of Li10GeP2S12 
(LGPS) in contact with Li-In with exploiting the high conductivity of Li10GeP2S12 (LGPS) in the 
TiS2/Li-In all-solid-state cell. A thin and free-standing bi-layer NW-SE film, which consists two 
different SE layers and NW, and thereby allows wide electrochemical window with retaining high ionic 
conductivity, can also be fabricated by using the ‘transfer’ method. For example, a free-standing LGPS-
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LPS bilayer SE film can be fabricated as combinations of LPS-NW-LGPS or NW-LGPS-LPS-NW 
(Table 1). 
Figure 8a compares photo images of the SE films, with and without the NW scaffold, 
immediately after cold-pressing. As evidenced by the cracks (indicated by the arrow) formed, cold-
pressing resulted in severe mechanical failure of the 470 m-thick conventional Li3PS4 SE film. 
Considering that the diameter of pellet is only 1.3 cm, it should be emphasized that this mechanical 
failure must be critically severer when the SE films with larger dimension are fabricated for scalable 
production. In sharp contrast, the SE-NW-SE and NW-SE-NW SE films remained intact during cold-
pressing. Although sulfide materials are ductile, cold-pressing is insufficient for the formation of pore-
free SE monoliths. In fact, field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images (Figure 9) 
revealed the presence of voids between the merged particles of the cold-pressed LPS SE pellets. The 
pellets were found to have a porosity of 14-17% as determined by calculations based on the comparison 
of the apparent, i.e., from the crystallographic data, 24, 128 and the measured densities. The mechanical 
failure of conventional SE films without the NW scaffold in Figure 8a originates from the 
aforementioned mechanical imperfection. It is thought that breakage of the pellet, which is initiated at 
the microstructural defects or voids by the strain caused by cold-pressing, is accelerated in insufficiently 
thick SE films. In contrast, owing to the highly flexible NW scaffold, the as-prepared NW-SE-NW film 
is both free-standing and bendable and, as such, can be easily wound around a 3 cm diameter rod (Figure 
8b). Mechanical integrity of NW-SE-NW films on repeated bending was assessed by bending the 
1.52.0 cm2 films ten times around rods with three different diameters of 1, 2, and 3 cm, and the results 
are shown in Figure 8c. While the contacts among SE particles and between SE particles and NW 
frameworks are seen to be slightly loosened and some SE particles are detached for the case of bending 
around the 1 cm rod, the structural integrity was remained for the cases of bending around the 2 and 3 
cm rods, manifesting the excellent mechanical flexibility of composite film. To the best of my 
knowledge, this work is the first report on flexible inorganic SE films with significant bendability. It 
should be emphasized that the free-standing feature or bendability of the NW-SE films could provide a 
viable option to allow roll-to-roll processes. In addition, the technology used to fabricate the NW-SE 
films has the potential to ultimately realize bendable bulk-type all-solid-state batteries based on 
inorganic SEs. 129 
 As Table 1 shows, the bendable NW-SE films have lower conductivity values than those of 
their conventional SE counterparts, which is not surprising because the NW scaffold is not Li+-ion 
conductive. As demonstrated, however, the use of NW allows the fabrication of very thin (~70 m) 
bendable composite films (Figures 5 and 8), which appear to have higher conductance values than those 
of the conventional thick SE film (Tables 1 and 2). All-solid-state cells incorporating LiTiS2 (LTS) and 
Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) as the cathode and anode, respectively were fabricated in order to make a fair 
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assessment of the benefit of the high conductance of the bendable NW-SE films. LTS and LTO operate 
at mild voltages (~2.1 V vs. Li/Li+ for LTS and ~1.6 V vs. Li/Li+ for LTO) (Figure 10) and thus their 
use of nano-sized particles is not problematic. As such, the charge transfer resistance at the electrode-
electrolyte interfaces and Li+-ion diffusion in the bulk are expected to have inappreciable effect on the 

























Figure 5. Schematic diagram showing the fabrication of bendable sulfide NW-SE films with two 




























































Table 1. Major characteristics of the NW-SE films. 











LPSa 0.73 26.0 700 110 14 
LPS-NW-LPS 0.20 31.0 70 5.7 37 
NW-LPS-NW 0.16 49.2 70 5.7 29 
LGPS-NW-LPS 0.34 24.8 90 11b 50 
NW-LGPS-LPS-NW 0.20 44.0 90 11b 20 
aFor fair comparison with the NW-SE films, the LPS SE powders were exposed to anhydrous toluene. 










Figure 8. a) Photo images of the conventional SE pellet and bendable NW-SE films.  The pellets 
have a diameter of 1.3 cm.  Note the cracks in the conventional SE pellet, as indicated by the arrow.  
b) Photo images of 33 cm2 bendable NW-SE films (NW-SE-NW). c) Photo and FESEM images of 
1.52.0 cm2 bendable NW-SE films (NW-SE-NW) before and after bending tests. The diameter of rods 
is provided. Li3PS4 (LPS) was used as the SE.  
  
 






























Table 2. Major characteristics of the LGPS-based SE films.  











LGPSa 4.0 24.3 700 110 76 
LGPS-NW-LGPS 0.68 21.4 90 7.2 100 
NW-LGPS-NW 0.34 43.7 90 7.2 50 

















Figure 10. First two charge-discharge voltage profiles of the a) LiTiS2/Li-In (LTS/Li-In) and b) 
Li4Ti5O12/Li-In (LTO/Li-In) all-solid-state cells at 30 oC. The current densities of the LTS/Li-In and 
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4.1.1.2. Sheet-Type All-Solid-State Lithium-Ion Batteries using Solid Electrolyte Films 
The electrochemical performances of the LTS/LTO all-solid-state cells containing the conventional SE 
film (‘SE’) to that of the bendable NW-SE films (SE-NW-SE and NW-SE-NW) are compared in Figures 
11-13. In contrast to the cell with conventional SE film that has negligible capacity at high C-rates, i.e., 
~32 mA h gLTS-1 at 29C (4.4 mA cm-2), the cell with SE-NW-SE film exhibits lower polarization and 
thus higher capacities. This enhanced rate performance is attributed to the higher ionic conductance of 
the latter (37 mS) compared to that of the former (14 mS) (Table 1). Electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy (EIS) results of the LTS/LTO cell also show that the intercept values at the Z axis in the 
Nyquist plots (Figure 12a), which are interpreted as resistance of the SE layers, 23, 26-27, 55 of the SE-NW-
SE and NW-SE-NW cells are lower than that of the cell with the conventional SE. However, the rate 
capability of the cell with the NW-SE-NW film is slightly inferior to that of the conventional cell. The 
Nyquist plots in Figure 12a show that the data in mid-frequency ranges for the cell containing NW-SE-
NW exhibit more depressed shape than others (SE and SE-NW-SE). This indicates that the cell 
containing NW-SE-NW has a higher charge transfer resistance compared to that of the other two cells. 
Fitting of the EIS data using Voigt-type equivalent circuit model (Figures 12b and 12c) results in the 
overall charge transfer resistances of 5.4 , 7.2 , and 143  for the SE, SE-NW-SE, and NW-SE-NW 
cells, respectively. The suppressed charge transfer kinetics may have resulted from blocking of the ionic 
conduction between the active materials and the SE by the non-conductive NW scaffold at the 
composite electrode-SE interface, which explains the inferior rate capability of NW-SE-NW cell to the 
conventional SE cell (Figure 11) in spite of the higher conductance of NW-SE-NW (29 mS) than that 
of SE (14 mS) (Table 1). Future work will include development of a Li-ion conducting NW scaffold in 
order to further enhance the rate performance of NW-SE-containing cells.  A prototype 1.51.5 cm2 
free-standing LTS/(SE-NW-SE)/LTO sheet battery was fabricated and its reversible electrochemical 
behavior is also demonstrated in Figure 13. 
 In addition, LCO and LTO were selected as cathode and anode, respectively, in order to 
examine the performance of high-energy all-solid-state cells which incorporate the bendable SE films.  
High mass-loading of LCO (LCO:LGPS = 70:30 wt.%) was performed in order to maximize the cell 
energy density. The pristine LCO in LCO/Li-In cell exhibits a first discharge capacity of only 8 mA h 
gLCO-1 at 0.1C (14 mA gLCO-1 = 0.11 mA cm-2) (Figure 14). Surprisingly, the use of heat-treated (at 800oC 
in air) LCO significantly improves the electrochemical performance, resulting in a first discharge 
capacity of 121 mA h gLCO-1 (Figure 14). In previous literatures related to LE-based LIBs, it was argued 
that, improvements of performance in LCO by metal-oxides coatings is due to elimination of impurities 
such as LiOH and Li2CO3 during the heat-treatment used for the wet-coating procedures rather than the 
protective role of metal-oxide coatings. 130-132 In ASLBs, the surface impurities may block the transport 
of Li ions between the SE and the LCO particles with whom they contact. This blocking results in a 
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huge impedance and thus negligible capacity, which is verified by the significantly higher amount of 
Li2CO3 in the pristine LCO (4400 ppm) than in the heat-treated LCO (1000 ppm). Even if the 
electrochemical performance of LCO depending on the surface chemistry is important, it is beyond the 
scope of current work. 
By combination of the heat-treated LCO with the SE-NW-SE (or NW-SE-NW) film and Ni-
coated NW (acting as a flexible current collectors), a free-standing LCO/LTO all-solid-state cell was 
fabricated. The cell structure is depicted in Figure 15a. Figures 15b shows that the cell has an overall 
thickness ~185 m and the photo images in Figure 15c demonstra5te the corresponding free-standing 
characteristics. Figure 16 represents the voltage profiles of the free-standing LCO/LTO all-solid-state 
cells. The corresponding cycle performances are also represented in Figure 17. The composite cathode 
(15 mg cm-2) and anode (24 mg cm-2) include 70.0 wt.% of LCO and 49.8 wt.% of LTO, respectively. 
The SE-NW-SE and NW-SE-NW cells had respective first discharge capacities of 85 mA h gLCO-1 and 
75 mA h gLCO-1. The lower capacity of the latter, compared to the former, is considered to arise from 
poor ionic contacts at the LCO cathode/(NW-SE-NW) interface. In order to improve the capacity, a 
polymer electrolyte consisting of LiTFSI (lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide) with PEO 
(poly(ethylene oxide)) was coated on the NW scaffold, yielding a PEO/LiTFSI-coated NW scaffold 
denoted as “pNW”. The presence of coating layer was confirmed not only by the elemental maps of the 
as-prepared pNW by FESEM analysis (Figure 18a) but also by the HRTEM results of cross-sectioned 
pNW by using focused ion beam (FIB) etching (Figure 18b). Especially, from the HRTEM results in 
Figure 18b, it is seen that the coating layer is uniform and has an estimated thickness of ~20-40 nm. As 
seen in Figure 16, the first discharge capacity of the LCO/LTO cell incorporating the pNW, pNW-SE-
pNW, is significantly higher (89 mA h gLCO-1 vs. 75 mA h gLCO-1) than that of the NW-SE-NW. The 
respective first discharge capacities of the SE-NW-SE and pNW-SE-pNW LCO/LTO cells, 85 mA h 
gLCO-1 and 89 mA h gLCO-1, translate to energy density values of 42 Wh kgcell-1 and 44 Wh kgcell-1. Figure 
19 shows the cell energy density of all-solid-state cells as a function of the overall weight fraction of 
SE. The energy density obtained in this work (44 Wh kgcell-1) is still much lower than that (100-200 Wh 
kgcell-1) of commercialized LIBs and also some conventional ASLB adopting high-capacity electrode 
materials such as sulfur (e.g. ~150 Wh kgcell-1 assuming that Li metal can be used.). It should be noted, 
however, that by applying the bendable and thin NW-SE film, the energy density of the LCO/LTO 
ASLB was almost three times higher than that of the conventional ASLB (15 Wh kgcell-1) that does not 
contain NW. If novel electrode chemistry such as sulfur 122 and/or an SE-coated electrode materials 24 
is combined with the NW-SE film, further improvement in the energy density is highly expected. For 
example, consider the case of an NW-SE film sandwiched between LCO and graphite composite 
electrodes, in which the electrode powders are coated by 10 wt.% of SE via a pulsed laser deposition 
method. The overall weight fraction of SE would be reduced to as low as ~25 wt.% and the cell energy 
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density would be increased to ~190 Wh kgcell-1, i.e., 4.3 times that of the original NW-SE film. This 
value (~190 Wh kgcell-1) is comparable to the values for conventional LIBs that use LEs. In addition, an 
energy density of over 860 Wh kgcell-1 is expected if an ASLB were to be composed of the state-of-the-
art sulfur cathode and a Li anode that contains the NW-SE film. This value (860 Wh kgcell-1) would 
represent a 5.7-fold increase compared to that of the non-NW-containing cell, and far exceeds that of 
the conventional LIBs.  
 The free-standing feature of the (NW-SE)-incorporated ASLB also facilitates stacking of 
mono-cells. Voltages can be easily doubled or tripled via simple stacking of pre-charged Li1-
xCoO2/Li4+xTi5O12 mono-cells. In addition, capacities of the free-standing bipolar cell constructed by 
stacking two free-standing mono-cells (LCO/(SE-NW-SE)/LTO) are comparable to those of the mono-
cell, as demonstrated in the first charge-discharge voltage profiles (Figure 15c). For the conventional 
LIBs using LEs, in contrast, achieving targeted high voltages of battery packs (e.g. tens of V) is possible 
only through serial connections of each fully-packaged mono-cell. Considering weight of cell-
packaging, the overall cell energy density increases with increasing number of mono-cells stacked in 














Figure 11. a) Variations in discharge capacities versus cycle number, and b) discharge voltage profiles 
at different C-rates of LiTiS2/Li4Ti5O12 (LTS/LTO) all-solid-state cells using the conventional SE pellet 
and bendable NW-SE films as the SE layer at 30 oC.  
  
 








Figure 12. a) Nyquist plots of LiTiS2/Li4Ti5O12 (LTS/LTO) all-solid-state cells using the conventional 
SE pellet and bendable NW-SE films as the SE layer at 30 oC. Voigt-type equivalent circuit models used 
for fitting the EIS results for b) the SE and the SE-NW-SE cells and c) the NW-SE-NW cell in Figure 

















Figure 13. First charge-discharge voltage profiles of the prototype free-standing LTS/LTO sheet battery 














Figure 14. First two charge-discharge voltage profiles of the a) LiCoO2/Li-In (LCO/Li-In) and b) 
Li4Ti5O12/Li-In (LTO/Li-In) all-solid-state cells at 30 oC. The results of the pristine and heat-treated 
LCO are compared. The current densities of the LCO/Li-In and LTO/Li-In cells were 14 mA gLCO-1 












Figure 15. a) Schematic diagram, b) cross-sectional FESEM image and EDS elemental maps, and c) 











Figure 16. First charge-discharge voltage profiles of the free-standing LCO/LTO all-solid-state mono-
cells with different-structured SE films (SE-NW-SE, NW-SE-NW, pNW-SE-pNW) and the free-
standing bipolar cell constructed by stacking two free-standing mono-cells (LCO/(SE-NW-SE)/LTO) 















Figure 17. Cycle performances of the free-standing LCO/LTO all-solid-state cells. The data using 0.35 















Figure 18. a) FESEM image and elemental maps of the PEO/LiTFSI-coated NW (pNW). b) Bright-
field and c) dark-filed images of the FIB-cross-sectioned pNW. The line scanning energy dispersive 














Figure 19. Comparison of the energy densities of the all-solid-state battery as a function of the overall 
weight fraction of SEs varied by electrode chemistry, 122 the presence of SE coating, 24 and the bendable 
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4.1.2. Sheet-Type Electrodes  
In most previous reports, composite electrodes for bulk-type ASLBs using sulfide SEs were fabricated 
by mixing particulate active materials, SEs, and carbon additives in dry condition, followed by cold-
pressing. However, the resulting pelletized electrodes were too mechanically unstable to be scaled up. 
Thus, addition of small amounts of polymeric binders is necessary to provide mechanical flexibility and 
good adhesion between particles and current collectors. 29, 64-65 In turn, a scalable wet-slurry process 
using solvent to dissolve polymeric binders should be employed, which allows fabrication of large 
sheet-type electrodes. 29, 64-65 The available solvents are restricted to nonpolar or less polar ones such as 
xylene and toluene, due to severe reactivity of sulfide materials with common polar solvents. 23, 29 
Moreover, the more complicated homogenization of three components in the polymer-binder-dissolved 
wet-slurry for ASLB electrodes (active materials, SEs, and carbon additives) is contrasted by the need 
for only two components for LIB electrodes (active materials and carbon additives). 25, 27, 29, 64 Overall, 
the fabrication of sheet-type electrodes for ASLBs by the slurry method is much more complicated than 
that for well-optimized LIB electrodes.  
Herein, the electrochemical performances of conventional dry-mixed electrodes without 
polymeric binders, and sheet-type electrodes fabricated using a wet-slurry process with polymeric 
binders, in various combinations of electrode composition and mass loading, were systematically 
investigated. A controlled premixing process for active materials and SEs is introduced as a scalable 
method to enhance utilization of the active materials in all-solid-state cells. Finally, high cell-based 
energy density (184 W h kg-1 and 432 W h L-1), and excellent safety for 80  60 mm2 pouch-type 
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   4.1.2.1. Comparison of Electrodes Fabricated by Dry-mixing and Wet-slurry processes 
Two types of composite electrodes for all-solid-state cells were fabricated: i) by dry-mixing active 
materials with SEs and super C65 in an agate mortar without polymeric binders (Figure 20a), and ii) by 
wet-mixing a slurry comprising active materials, SEs, super C65, and nitrile−butadiene rubber (NBR) 
in anhydrous xylene (Figure 20b). The Raman and Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra are 
provided in Figure 21, where the characteristic peaks match well with the functional groups for NBR. 
The as-prepared slurry was coated on current-collectors of Al or Ni foils for positive and negative 
electrodes, respectively, followed by drying under vacuum at 120 °C. The resulting sheet-type 
electrodes exhibited good adhesion to the current collectors (Figure 20c). Hereafter, the electrodes 
fabricated by dry-mixing and wet-slurry process are referred to as “dry-mixed” and “slurry-mixed” 
electrodes, respectively. An argyrodite Li6PS5Cl with a Li-ionic conductivity of 3.2  10-3 S cm-1 (after 
exposure to anhydrous xylene, 2.8  10-3 S cm-1) at 30 °C (Figure 22), synthesized by solid-state reaction 
at 550 °C, was used for the electrodes. 37 Microstructures of the dry- and slurry-mixed electrodes are 
illustrated in Figure 20d and e, respectively. For both dry- and slurry-mixed electrodes, SEs make 2D 
contacts with active materials, providing ionic conduction pathways, while super C65 electronically 
connects the active materials. However, for slurry-mixed electrodes (Figure 20e), the added polymeric 
binders would impede ionic conduction by blocking favorable contacts between active materials and 
SEs.  
Figure 23 shows the first-cycle charge/discharge voltage profiles for LiNbO3-coated 
NCM622/Li-In half-cells at 0.1C (0.17 mA gNCM622-1) and at 30 °C, varied by weight fraction of SEs 
and mass loading. The uniform LiNbO3 coating was confirmed by the field-emission scanning electron 
microscopy (FESEM) image and the corresponding energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) 
elemental maps (Figure 24). The dry- and slurry-mixed electrodes with a given weight fraction of 
NCM622 (x) with a lower mass loading are referred to as “DxL” and “WxL”, respectively. Detailed 
specifications for the electrodes are provided in Table 3. The first-cycle discharge capacity values are 
summarized in Figure 25 and Table 3. Three features should be pointed out in the trends of variation in 
discharge capacity. First, decreasing the weight fraction of active materials caused increased capacity. 
For example, the discharge capacity of 130 mA h g-1 for the D85L electrode was increased to 152 and 
155 mA h g-1 for the D80L and D70L electrodes, respectively. The higher fraction of active materials 
(or the lower fraction of SEs) would lead to poorer contacts between active materials and SEs, 15, 27, 52, 
55 and longer percolation pathways of Li+ ions in the SE regions. 55 Both of these imply poor kinetics, 
which results in low utilization of active materials and poor rate capability. The increased capacities 
with the higher weight fraction of SEs should be offset by an increased amount of inactive components. 
In terms of capacity based on the total weight of the electrodes, 80 wt% of active materials showed the 
highest capacity (Table 3). Second, the electrodes with higher mass loading (28 mg cm-2) showed lower 
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capacity than those with lower mass loading (20 mg cm-2), which is most critical in the case of the 
lowest weight fraction of SEs (e.g., 130 mA h g-1 for D85L vs. 85 mA h g-1 for D85H). In conventional 
LIB electrodes soaked in LEs, the ionic transport in pores (LE regions) acts as the rate determining step 
when the electrodes become thicker. 133 In this context, the lower capacities of the ASLB electrodes 
with higher mass loading (or thicker electrodes) could be attributed mostly to Li+ ion conduction 
through the SE regions. 55, 133 This strongly emphasizes the critical need for SEs with high ionic 
conductivity. Third and most importantly, the slurry-mixed electrodes significantly underperformed the 
dry-mixed electrodes. Except for the electrodes of D85H and W85H, which exhibited poor capacities, 
the gap between the discharge capacities of dry- and slurry-mixed electrodes was 18–35 mA h g-1. The 
degradation of SE during the wet-slurry process is unlikely because the decrease in conductivity of SE 
under exposure to anhydrous xylene appeared marginal (Figure 22b).  The presence of insulating 
polymeric binders that partially block contacts between active materials and SEs (illustrated in Figure 
20e), could be responsible for the poorer performances of the slurry-mixed electrodes than the dry-
mixed electrodes. 27 In the cross-sectional FESEM images of the dry-mixed (D85) and slurry-mixed 
(W85) electrodes and their corresponding elemental maps of Ni, sulfur, and nitrogen (Figure 26), the 
regions for Ni match with that for nitrogen. This observation would indicate that the surface of NCM622 
be covered with the NBR binders, which agrees with the illustration of disruption in ionic pathways by 
binders in Figure 20e. The rate capabilities of dry- and slurry-mixed electrodes, varied by the weight 
fraction of active materials and mass loadings, are also shown in Figure 27 and 28. The trends of rate 
capabilities are well in line with the results of discharge capacities (Figure 23 and 25). It is also noted 
that the gap between the rate capability of the lower and higher mass-loaded electrodes became larger 
at higher C-rates.  
In an attempt to understand the variations in discharge capacities and rate performances 
observed, complementary analysis was carried out using field emission scanning electron microscopy 
(FESEM), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), and galvanostatic intermittent titration 
technique (GITT) measurements. FESEM images of top views of the dry- and slurry-mixed electrodes 
and their corresponding energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) elemental maps for sulfur are 
shown in Figure 29. The elemental maps show more segregated SEs for the electrodes with higher 
weight fraction of active materials (D85 and W85) and for the slurry-mixed electrodes (W70 and W85), 
than for the dry-mixed electrodes (D70 and D85). The more segregated SEs indicate poorer ionic 
percolation, which could explain the capacity of the slurry-mixed electrodes being lower than that of 
the dry-mixed electrodes and of the electrodes with lower weight fractions of SEs (Figures 23, 25, 27, 
28). 
Nyquist plots of the dry-mixed and slurry-mixed electrodes in Figure 30 show one depressed 
semicircle followed by Warburg tail. The numbers were normalized in  g because the resistance is 
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inversely proportional to the surface area of active materials, and thus the mass loading. The intercept 
values at the x-axis indicate the resistance assigned to the SE layer. 26-27 The semicircles at high- and 
mid-frequency range are interpreted as contributions by charge transfer resistance at electrode-SE 
interfaces and/or electronic contributions of the composite electrodes. 26-27 The Warburg tail at low 
frequency stems from Li-ion diffusion in active materials. 26-27 The EIS spectra were fitted using an 
equivalent circuit (Figure 31a), and the R2 values, which could result from multiple contributions such 
as charge transfer resistance and electronic resistance, are plotted in Figure 31b. In line with the results 
of discharge capacities and rate performances, the resistance was increased by increasing the weight 
fraction of active materials, by increasing the mass loading, and by adding polymeric binders (for the 
slurry-mixed electrodes). In particular, it should be noted that the resistance value extracted from the 
amplitude of the semicircle in the Nyquist plot is an extensive property dependent on the interfacial 
contact area. Thus, the higher resistance of slurry-mixed electrodes than for dry-mixed electrodes could 
be explained by unfavorable wetting of SEs onto active materials due to the presence of insulating NBR 
binders.   
The transient discharge voltage profiles from GITT experiments are presented in Figure 32. 
The corresponding polarization data obtained by subtracting closed-circuit voltage (CCV) from quasi-
open-circuit voltage (QOCV) are also plotted, and perfectly agree with the discharge capacities (Figure 
23), the rate performances (Figure 27), and the EIS spectra (Figure 30). Importantly, interfacial surface 
coverage of SEs onto active materials were deduced by analysis using GITT. 26-27 The dry-mixed 
electrodes with the highest weight fraction of SEs (D70L or D70H) exhibited the highest surface 
coverage (25.2%). The low value indicates incompleteness of solid-solid contacts between active 
materials and SEs. This also might be attributed to micro voids in the inner regions of NCM622 particles, 
which could not be accessed by the SEs outside 134-135 and/or to inaccurate factors used for the governing 
equation (see Experimental for the details). The electrodes with lower weight fraction of SEs showed 
much lower surface coverage values than did the electrodes with higher weight fraction of SEs (Table 
3).  Importantly, the surface coverage values turned out to be far less for the slurry-mixed electrodes 
than for the dry-mixed electrodes (Table 3). For instance, the surface coverage of 25.2% for the D70 
electrode was decreased to 17.5% by adding NBR (for the W70 electrode). This result corroborates that 
the insulting polymeric binders interrupt direct ionic contacts between SEs and active materials; thereby 














Figure 20. Comparison of all-solid-state lithium-ion battery (ASLB) electrodes fabricated by dry-
mixing and wet-slurry processes. Photographs of a) a dry-mixture of active materials, SEs, and super 
C65 without polymeric binders and b) a slurry comprised of active materials, SEs, super C65, and 
polymeric binders in xylene. c) Sheet-type NCM622 electrode fabricated by the wet-slurry process. 
Schematic diagrams representing the microstructures of ASLB electrodes a) by dry-mixing process 
without binders and b) by wet-slurry process using binders. Active materials, SEs, super P, and 





















Figure 22. a) XRD pattern and b) Arrhenius plot of Li-ion conductivity for as-prepared Li6PS5Cl. The 
Bragg position for argyrodite Li6PS5Cl (CIF no. 418490) is shown in a panel a. Conductivity after 

















Figure 23. First-cycle charge-discharge voltage profiles at 0.1C and 30 °C for all-solid-state 
NCM622/Li-In half-cells employing dry- and slurry-mixed electrodes with a) the lower mass loading 


















Figure 24. FESEM images of a) NCM622 and b) graphite. c) The EDXS elemental maps of Ni and Nb 















Figure 25. First-cycle discharge capacity for the dry- and slurry-mixed NCM622 electrodes as a 
function of weight fraction of active materials. The NCM622/Li-In all-solid-state half-cells were cycled 
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69.1 / 29.6 / 1.3 / 0 
155 107 0.18 
25.2 
D70H 149 103 0.23 
D80L 
79.2 / 19.5 / 1.3 / 0 
152 120 0.19 
15.4 
D80H 146 116 0.28 
D85L 
84.3 / 14.4 / 1.3 / 0 
130 109 0.26 
12.9 




68.1 / 29.2 / 1.3 / 1.4 
133 90 0.29 
17.5 
W70H 131 89 0.50 
W80L 
78.1 / 19.2 / 1.3 / 1.4 
122 95 0.81 
14.0 
W80H 114 89 1.22 
W85L 
83.1 / 14.2 / 1.3 / 1.4 
95 79 0.92 
5.8 




127 106 0.44 9.4 










Figure 26. Cross-section FESEM images of a) dry- and b) slurry-mixed electrode with 85 wt.% of 













Figure 27. Discharge capacities for all-solid-state NCM622/Li-In half-cells cycled between 3.0-4.3 V 










Figure 28. Discharge capacities as a function of cycle number varied by different C-rates for the 
NCM622 electrodes fabricated by a) dry-mixing and b) wet-slurry processes. The NCM622/Li-In all-









Figure 29. FESEM surface images of NCM622 electrodes fabricated by dry-mixing process with a) 
~70 wt.% (D70) and b) ~85 wt% of NCM622 (D85) and wet-slurry process using NBR with c) ~70 wt.% 


















Figure 30. Nyquist plots at 30 °C for all-solid-state NCM622/Li-In half-cells employing dry-and slurry-











Figure 31. a) Equivalent circuit model for NCM622/Li-In all-solid-state half-cells. b) Resistance values 
(R2 in a panel a) as a function of weight fraction of active materials for the dry- and slurry-mixed 








Figure 32. Transient discharge voltage profiles at 30 °C and their corresponding polarization (V) 
curves for all-solid-state NCM622/Li-In half-cells employing dry- and slurry-mixed electrodes with a) 
~70 wt.%, b) ~80 wt.%, and c) ~85 wt.% NCM622, obtained by GITT. The enlarged view where QOCV 
and CCV are indicated is shown in the inset in a. The polarization data were plotted by subtracting CCV 
from QOCV in the transient voltage profiles in transient discharge voltage profiles. 
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4.1.2.2. Electrodes Fabricated by Premixing Process 
From the systematic and complementary analysis results in the previous section, it is evident that solid-
solid ionic contacts between active materials and SEs become poorer when lower amount of SEs are 
used and/or when polymeric binders are included in the ASLB composite electrodes, which is necessary 
for practical ASLB with high energy density. In this regard, premixing of active materials (NCM622) 
and SEs by ball-milling in a dry condition prior to wet-slurry fabrication was attempted to ensure 
favorable ionic contacts without hindrance by polymeric binders, as illustrated in Figure 33a. After 
premixing, the characteristic XRD peaks for NCM622 and argyrodite Li6PS5Cl remained intact, 
indicating negligible chemical interaction between active materials and SEs (Figure 33b). 
The slurry-mixed electrode with the lowest amount of SE (W85L) was chosen to examine the 
effect of premixing on electrochemical performances. FESEM images of cross-sectioned views of the 
W85L electrode fabricated with and without premixing, and their corresponding EDXS elemental maps 
for sulfur (green) and Ni (red) are compared in Figure 33c. The signals of sulfur are more homogeneous 
and overlapped more with the regions for Ni signals for a premixed electrode than for a conventional 
one, implying closer contacts between active materials and SEs in the former. 
The electrochemical performance of the W85L electrodes with and without premixing, are 
compared in Figure 34. The first-cycle discharge capacity was significantly increased by premixing: 
from 92 to 129 mA h g-1. This improvement of the electrochemical performance by premixing is in line 
with the decreased amplitude of the semicircle by approximately half in the Nyquist plot (Figure 34b, 
Table 3) and the significantly decreased polarization for the premixed electrodes in the GITT result 
(Figure 34c). Importantly, the dramatic increase of surface coverage of SEs onto NCM622 by premixing 
(from 5.8% to 9.4%) was also confirmed. These results emphasize the beneficial effect of premixing on 
utilization of active materials in terms of favorable ionic contacts. Unfortunately, at higher C-rates of 
0.5C or 1C, the improvement from premixing appeared marginal (Figure 35). It is speculated that the 
ionic conductivity of SEs must be considerably more improved to achieve better high-rate performance.  
Damage to SEs by mechanical impacts during the premixing process also cannot be ruled out to explain 










Figure 33. Results of NCM622 electrodes fabricated by wet-slurry process using a premixed powder 
of NCM622 and SEs. a) Schematic diagram of premixing process for NCM622 and SE powders by 
mechanical milling. b) XRD patterns of Li6PS5Cl, pristine NCM622, and NCM622 premixed with 
Li6PS5Cl. c) Cross-sectional FESEM images of wet-mixed NCM622 electrodes without and with 
premixing process and their corresponding EDXS elemental maps for Ni (red) and sulfur (green). 
  
 






Figure 34. Electrochemical performances of NCM622 electrodes fabricated by wet-slurry process using 
a premixed powder of NCM622 and SEs. a) First-cycle charge-discharge voltage profiles at 0.1C, b) 
Nyquist plots, and c) transient discharge voltage profiles and their corresponding polarization (V) 
curves for slurry-mixed NCM622 electrodes without and with premixing process, and their 
corresponding polarization curves. 
  
 












Figure 35. Discharge capacities as a function of cycle number varied by different C-rates for the 
NCM622 electrodes fabricated by wet-slurry process without and with pre-mixing. The NCM622/Li-
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4.1.2.3. Practical All-Solid-State NCM622/Gr Full-Cells 
NCM622/graphite ASLBs were fabricated using the slurry-mixed electrodes. For the full-cell, the 
slurry-mixed graphite electrode showing the first-cycle discharge capacity of 330 mA h g-1 at 0.025C 
and 30 °C was used (Figure 36).  SE layers were coated on the graphite electrodes by wet-slurry 
process before combining with the NCM622 electrodes. Two types of full-cells were fabricated: a 
conventional pelletized cell and an 80  60 mm2 pouch-type cell (Figure 37a). The detailed 
specifications for the NCM622/graphite full-cells are presented in Table 2. Figure 37b shows their first-
cycle charge-discharge profiles for the pelletized and pouch-type NCM622/graphite full-cells at 0.025C 
at 25 °C and 30 °C, respectively.  The first-cycle discharge capacities for the pelletized and pouch-
type NCM622/graphite full-cells were 121 and 112 mA h gNCM622 electrode-1, respectively, which translates 
into 190 and 184 W h kg-1 based on total weight of the electrodes (active materials, SEs, carbon additives, 
polymeric binders, and current collectors). In turn, the volumetric energy density of the pouch-type full-
cell is calculated to be 432 W h L-1. The NCM622/graphite full-cell also showed a stable cycling 
performance at 0.025C (the inset in Figure 37b). 
 The safety performance of the pouch-type NCM622/graphite full-cell was assessed by simple 
tests. First, a pouch-cell that was fully charged to 4.3 V at 0.025C was cut with scissors. As shown in 
Figure 8c, the cut pouch-cell remained working and illuminated a white light emitting diode (LED) 
without any noticeable events indicating a need for safety concerns. This result indicates that the SE 
layers are mechanically robust, and able to avoid short-circuits between positive and negative electrodes 
after cutting. It also shows that they are thermally stable against the Joule-heat generated by the instant 
short current while being cut. 136 In the second test, a fully charged pouch-cell was subjected to heating 
at 111 °C on a hot plate for > 1 h. It also remained intact and illuminated the white LED (Figure 8d). 
This is in contrast to swelling and irreversible damage for the conventional LIBs based on LEs. 12, 136 
The temperature of 111 °C for the experiment was set based on the limited thermal stability of the pouch 
materials. Even higher temperature than 111 °C might not cause serious effects on the electrochemical 
and safety performance of the ASLB. 15, 27 Although more sophisticated and elaborate experiments are 
required to make a fairer evaluation of safety performance in terms of quantitative analysis, to our 
knowledge, our results are the first demonstration of the excellent safety of pouch- and bulk-type ASLBs 















Figure 36. First-cycle charge-discharge voltage profiles for the wet-slurry fabricated graphite electrode 
at 0.025C and 30 °C. The composition of graphite, SE, and NBR was 58.6:39.1:2.3 weight ratio. The 














Figure 37. Results of NCM622/graphite all-solid-state full-cells. a) Photograph of 80  60 mm2 pouch-
type NCM622/graphite full-cell and its cross-sectional FESEM image. b) First-cycle charge-discharge 
voltage profiles of pelletized and pouch-type full-cells of NCM622/graphite at 0.025C. The pelletized 
cell and pouch-cell were tested at 30 °C and 25 °C, respectively. The detailed specifications are provided 
in Table 4. Photographs of 80  60 mm2 pouch-type NCM622/graphite all-solid-state full-cells c) after 













Table 4. Characteristics of NCM622/graphite all-solid-state full-cells. 








Positive electrode 79.2 / 19.5 / 1.3 / 0 37 155 
190 W h kg-1[c] 
202 W h kg-1[d] 
SE layer 0 / 98.5 / 0 / 1.5 7.5 45 
Negative electrode 58.6 / 39.1 / 0 / 2.3 27 138 
Pouch-cell 
(80  60 mm2) 
Positive electrode 68.1 / 29.2 / 1.3 / 1.4 21 88 
184 W h kg-1 
432 W h L-1 
(405 mA h) 
SE layer 0 / 98.5 / 0 / 1.5 4.9 30 
Negative electrode 58.6 / 39.1 / 0 / 2.3 13 65 
Pouch-cell 
(88  53 mm2) 
in previous 
work[e] 
Positive electrode 59 / 34 / 5 / 2 35 250 
89 W h kg-1[f] 
139 W h L-1[f] 
(125 mA h) 
SE layer 0 / 98 / 0 / 2 32.6[f] 200 
Negative electrode 95 / 0 / 0 / 5 14 100 
a) weight ratio of active material to SE to Super P to NBR; b) based on total weights of the electrodes, 
SE layers, and current collectors; c) for upper cut-off voltage of 4.2 V; d) for upper cut-off voltage of 4.3 
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4.2. Diagnostic study for Sheet-Type All-Solid-State Lithium-Ion Batteries 
4.2.1. All-Solid-State Three-Electrode Cell 
Reliable electrochemical test protocols are a prerequisite in R&D for advanced materials and devices 
for batteries. Li metal is routinely used as a counter electrode (CE) and simultaneously as a reference 
electrode (RE) in the half-cells for conventional LIBs because of its constant voltage even at high 
current densities. However, interpretation of the performances of working electrodes (WEs) is hindered 
by Li metal electrodes in some cases, such as where the usage of Li metal is heavy in terms of number 
of cycles or apparent capacity, 95-96 and/or where complicated chemistry results in too thick passivation 
layers on Li metal. 94-95 Contrary to the anticipated compatibility of SEs with Li metal, recent reports 
on this matter unveiled serious challenges: not only a deteriorating chemical reaction of SEs with Li 
metal, dependent on the composition of the SEs, 55 but also the penetrating growth of Li metal into the 
defects of SE structures. 97-99, 137 This must be the reason why In or Li-In, not Li metal, has been mostly 
used as the counter and reference electrode in the half-cells for ASLBs. Since the reaction of In with 
Li+ ions proceeds via a two-phase reaction (In + Li+ + e- → LiIn) with a flat voltage plateau at 0.62 V 
(vs. Li/Li+), 114 it serves as a good RE. However, its significant contribution to the kinetic behavior of 
all-solid-state half-cells has not been evaluated yet, deterring reliable interpretation of WEs. In a 
previous study regarding the impedance analysis of LiCoO2/In all-solid-state cells, it was observed that 
interfacial resistance at the low-frequency region, which was assigned to the In-SE interfacial one, 
became huge at the end of discharge. 138 In particular, the reliability of In or Li-In as counter and 
reference electrodes in all-solid-state half-cells must be carefully evaluated when alternative electrode 
materials (e.g., Sn, Si, S) are tested because their capacities far exceed the usage ranges of the CEs for 
the cases using conventional electrode materials (e.g., LiCoO2, graphite (Gr)). 
In this regard, development of reliable all-solid-state three-electrode cells that allow 
deconvolution of the signals for positive and negative electrodes is imperative. Three-electrode cells 
using LEs are fabricated by placing REs in between positive and negative electrodes 139 or close to the 
side edge of sandwiched positive and negative electrodes (Swagelok cell). 140 For thin-film-type ASLBs 
fabricated by vacuum deposition, few reports about three-electrode cells using Li metal as RE are found. 
141 Unfortunately, the unique fabrication protocol for bulk-type all-solid-state cells, which is based on 
cold-pressing under high pressures (hundreds of MPa) and the use of pelletizing mold, makes the design 
of bulk-type all-solid-state three-electrode cells extremely challenging. Moreover, while  500-m-
thick SE separating layers have been frequently used for conventional tests of bulk-type ASLBs, from 
a practical perspective, the thickness must be reduced to tens of micrometer. This strictly restricts 
application of the conventional design for LE-based three-electrode cells to all-solid-state three-
electrode cells.   
In this part, a novel bulk-type all-solid-state three-electrode cell with a configuration of 
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RE/SE/WE/SE/CE, which allows precise separation of voltages for positive and negative electrodes 
despite using thin (tens of micrometers) SE layers, was demonstrated. The first instance of Sn/Li-In 
half-cells shows that the overall capacity is limited by the Li-In CEs, not by the Sn WEs, which is solved 
by the use of Li-In-SE CEs. The second instance involves LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2 (NCM)/Gr full-cells 
assembled using sheet-type electrodes and thin (50–60 m) SE layers by the scalable wet-slurry method.  
Soft ISCs by penetrating growth of Li metal into the SE layers during charge at high C-rates are 
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   4.2.1.1. Reliable Electrochemical Test Protocols for All-Solid-State Half-Cells (Sn/Li-In) 
Sn could be a suitable negative electrode material to achieve high energy density for ASLBs because of 
its high theoretical capacity (992 mA h g-1), metallic properties, and ductility, which allows intimate 
contact with SEs by simple cold-pressing. 115-118 However, we found that the capacity of Sn in Sn/Li-In 
half-cells is unexpectedly low and strongly dependent on the loading amount (Figure 38); the first-cycle 
lithiation (or discharge) capacity of 534 mA h gSn-1 for 4 mgelectrode cm-2 decreases to only 307 mA h gSn-
1 for 10 mgelectrode cm-2. These values are far smaller than that for the conventional Sn/Li half-cells using 
LEs (958 mA h gSn-1, Figure 39). Note that an excessive amount of Li-In (nominal composition of Li0.5In) 
was employed for CEs to accommodate the full lithiation-delithiation of Sn WEs (see Experimental 
Section for details). Interestingly, the overall capacity difference in all-solid-state Sn/Li-In cells for 
discharge originates mainly from the capacities in the voltage region below 0.5 V (vs. Li/Li+) while the 
capacities in the two-plateau regions above 0.5 V (vs. Li/Li+) (180-220 mA h gSn-1) are similar to that 
for the Sn/Li half-cell using LEs (at the second cycle). This observation led us to suspect that the overall 
capacity may be more affected by Li-In CEs than by Sn WEs.   
The first design of an all-solid-state three-electrode cell (referred to as ‘cell-1’) is illustrated 
in Figure 3a, in which the RE is in contact with the side of SE layer. Unfortunately, this design requires 
too thick (at least 1 mm thick) SE layers. This problem was solved by contacting the RE on the backside 
of the WE through an additional SE layer as illustrated in Figure 3b (referred to as ‘cell-2’). The 
discharge-charge voltage profiles of Sn (4 mgelectrode cm-2)/Li-In half-cells for cell-1 and cell-2 at 
different current densities are shown in Figure 40c. Cell-1 shows lower capacity and poorer rate 
capability than cell-2. This is attributed to the higher resistance of the thicker SE layer in cell-1 (2.2 
mm) as compared with cell-2 (730 m). Figure 40d presents the separated discharge-charge voltage 
profiles at 0.045 mA cm-2 for Sn WEs and Li-In CEs vs. Li/Li+ (WE/RE and CE/RE, respectively) as 
well as the ones for Sn WEs with respect to Li-In CEs (WE/CE). As suspected, the overall discharge is 
ended by termination of Li-In CEs, not Sn WEs. Although the discharge cut-off voltage for Sn/Li-In 
cells was set to be 0 V vs. Li/Li+ (or -0.62 V for WE with respect to CE), in reality the terminal voltages 
for Sn electrodes are much higher than 0 V vs. Li/Li+ (0.43 and 0.36 V vs. Li/Li+ for cell-1 and cell-2, 
respectively) because of early termination of discharge by Li-In CEs. This result clearly indicates that 
the unexpectedly low capacities of all-solid-state Sn/Li-In half-cells (Figure 38) come from poor 
capacity or kinetics of Li-In CEs, not Sn WEs. It is confirmed that, when using Li-In RE, calibration of 
voltages for WE and CE in the scale of vs. Li/Li+ by adding 0.62 V shows a marginal difference, 
compared with the case when using Li metal RE (Figure 41).   
 Following the afore-learned lesson, we attempted to enhance the usage of Li-In CEs by 
percolating with SE powders. All-solid-state half-cells for Sn (10 mgelectrode cm-2), using three different 
CEs by varying the weight fraction of SE (0, 10, and 20 wt.% which corresponds with approximately 
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0, 26, 44 vol.%, respectively), were fabricated. Their discharge-charge voltage profiles at different 
current densities are compared in Figure 42a. The discharge capacity at 0.11 mA cm-2 is dramatically 
increased to 652 mA h gSn-1 with 10 wt.% SE in the CE, and reaches 689 mA h gSn-1 with 20 wt.% SE, 
which approaches the value for the LE-cell (958 mA h gSn-1, Figure S39). The enhancement in capacity 
at higher current densities is more dramatic with 20 wt.% SEs than with 10 wt.% SEs. The separated 
discharge-charge voltage profiles at 0.11 mA cm-2 for Sn WEs and Li-In(-SE) CEs vs. Li/Li+ in Figure 
42b undoubtedly reveal that lithiation (or discharge) of Sn WEs close to 0 V (vs. Li/Li+) is enabled by 
the use of Li-In-SE CEs. Also, the dramatic decrease in termination voltage from 1.07 V (vs. Li/Li+) for 
the SE-free Li-In CE to 0.72 and 0.71 V (vs. Li/Li+) for the Li-In-SE CEs with 10 and 20 wt.% SE, 
respectively, reflects the extended usage of Li-In by the percolated SEs. The terminal voltages of Li-In 
or Li-In-SE CEs, varied by current densities, are plotted in Figure 42c (the full voltage profiles at various 
current densities are provided in Figure 43). Consistently, increasing amounts of SE in CEs (20 wt.% 
SE) result in lower terminal voltages, especially at higher current densities. 
After the all-solid-state Sn/Li-In and Sn/Li-In-SE (20 wt.% SE) half-cells were fully 
discharged down to -0.62 V (corresponding to the targeting cut-off voltage of 0 V vs. Li/Li+ for Sn WE), 
the disassembled CEs were subjected to analysis using time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry 
(TOF-SIMS). Cross-sectional field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images and their 
corresponding energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) elemental maps for the CEs are provided. 
(Figure 44) The concentration distribution of Li+ ions in the cross-sectioned SE-free Li-In and Li-In-SE 
CEs are shown in Figure 45a, b, respectively. The thickness of the Li-depleted layer is estimated to be 
~50 m for the Li-In CE (Figure 45a). In stark contrast, for the Li-In-SE CE, the Li-depleted or deficient 
signals are distributed in much deeper regions. From this observation, schematic diagrams for cross-
sectional views of Li-In and Li-In-SE CEs are illustrated in Figure 45c, d, respectively. For the Li-In 
CE, upon discharge of Sn/Li-In half-cells, the Li-depleted indium layer is formed at the top of the CE, 
impeding further movement of Li+ ions from the inner regions of Li-In to the SE layer, which results in 
early termination of the cells. In contrast, for Li-In-SE CEs, utilization of Li+ ions from much deeper 
regions of CEs could be facilitated by the aid of percolated SEs. In short, apart from our success in 
developing the first reliable bulk-type all-solid-state three-electrode cells, the development of Li-In-SE 
CEs provides a reliable test protocol for all-solid-state half-cells that is much less affected by high-
















Figure 38. First-cycle discharge-charge voltage profiles for Sn/Li-In all-solid-state cells with two 
















Figure 39. First two-cycle discharge-charge voltage profiles Sn/Li cells using liquid electrolytes at 



















Figure 40. Results for two different types of all-solid-state three-electrode cells. Schematics of all-
solid-state three-electrode cells are shown in Figure 3a) type 1 (referred to as “cell-1”) and b) type 2 
(referred to as “cell-2”). a) Discharge-charge voltage profiles for Sn/Li-In all-solid-state three-electrode 
cells at different current densities. b) Discharge-charge voltage profiles of each electrode for Sn/Li-In 
















Figure 41. Comparison of the discharge-charge voltage profiles of each electrode for Sn/Li-In all-solid-













Figure 42. Electrochemical results for Sn/Li-In(-SE) all-solid-state three-electrode cells with different 
CEs (counter electrodes). a) Discharge-charge voltage profiles (WE vs. CE) for the cells with different 
CEs where three different weight ratios of Li0.5In/SE were used. The numbers indicate the current 
density in mA cm-2. b) Discharge-charge voltage profiles for each electrode at 0.11 mA cm-2. The arrows 
indicate the terminal voltage of CEs (Li0.5In or Li0.5In-SE) upon discharge (delithiation for CEs). c) 
Terminal voltage for CEs (Li0.5In or Li0.5In-SE) upon discharge (delithiation for CEs) as a function of 













Figure 43. Discharge-charge voltage profiles of each electrode for Sn/Li-In all-solid-state three-
electrodes with different CEs using three different weight ratios of Li0.5In/SE. The results of cycling at 












Figure 44. Cross-sectional FESEM images for a) Li0.5In and b) Li0.5In-SE (20 wt% of SE) CEs and their 











Figure 45. Results for concentration of Li+ ions in cross-sectioned CEs (Li0.5In or Li0.5In-SE with 80:20 
weight ratio) for Sn/Li-In(-SE) all-solid-state cells. Cross-sectional TOF-SIMS maps of Li+ ions for a) 
Li0.5In and b) Li0.5In-SE CEs. The dashed lines indicate the outer surface of CEs. A scale bar with the 
maximum ion counts in a.u. is displayed in the right of (b). Schematics showing concentration of Li+ 
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4.2.1.2. Internal Short-Circuit Behavior for All-Solid-State Full-Cells (NCM/Gr) 
The second test vehicle for all-solid-state three-electrode cells is wet-slurry-fabricated NCM/Gr full-
cells having thin SE layers. A cross-sectional FESEM image of the full-cell and its corresponding EDXS 
elemental maps clearly shows the 50-60 m thick SE layer in between NCM and Gr electrodes without 
any noticeable mechanical failures (Figure 46). In NCM/Gr three-electrode cells, the upper SE layer in 
between the RE and the WE is in contact with the NCM electrode layer through a tiny hole (~1 mm2) 
where the Al current collector is removed, as illustrated in Figure 3b. Note that the experimental 
conditions for the full-cells are realistic for practical applications in terms of the mass loadings (23 and 
14 mgelectrode cm-2 for NCM and Gr electrodes, respectively) and the thickness of SE layer (50-60 m). 
The NCM/Li-In and Gr/Li-In-SE (20 wt.% SE) half-cells showed first-cycle reversible capacities of 
149 and 310 mA h g-1, respectively, at 0.1C (Figure 47).  
Figure 48a shows charge-discharge voltage profiles for NCM/Gr full-cell at different C-rates 
and their corresponding differential capacity curves. The discharge capacity of the full-cell is 137 mA 
h gNCM-1 at 0.1C. As the C-rate is increased, the data show increased polarization and consequently 
decreased capacities (e.g., 82 mA h gNCM-1 at 1C), which is not surprising. However, abnormal behaviors 
are observed for the charge voltage curves starting at 0.5C; the plateaus in the high voltage regions 
beginning at ~4.1 V (indicated by the lines in red), which corresponds with the sharp peaks in the 
differential capacity plots. The separated voltage profiles for NCM and Gr electrodes vs. Li/Li+ at 0.1C 
and 1C, measured from three-electrode cells, are plotted in Figure 48b (the full voltage profiles at 
various C-rates are also provided in Figure 49). Starting at 1C, charging of the Gr electrode proceeds 
below 0 V (vs. Li/Li+). This would inevitably lead to deposition of Li metal on the surface of Gr. 142-144 
One more interesting abnormal feature is much lower Coulombic efficiency values at high C-rates 
(0.5C) than those at low C-rates (Table 5). 99.0% Coulombic efficiency at 0.2C is drastically decreased 
to 88.7, 80.3, and 82.5% at 0.5C, 1C, and 2C, respectively. Consistently, NCM/Li all-solid-state cells 
show the abnormal behaviors similar to the NCM/Gr full-cells; the plateau at later stage of charge 
(delithiation for NCM electrode and Li plating for Li metal electrode) at high C-rates and the 
corresponding excessive charge capacity (Figure 50). These observations suggest soft ISCs caused by 
penetrating growth of Li metals through the SE layers. 6, 137, 142-144 In order to verify the deposition of Li 
metals in the Gr electrodes for all-solid-state cells, ex-situ 7Li magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic 
resonance (MAS-NMR) measurements were carried out for the mixture samples of Gr electrodes and 
SE layers in contact with the Gr electrodes from the Gr/Li-In all-solid-state cells after lithiating the Gr 
electrodes at two different C-rates of 0.1C (for 8 h) or 2C (20 min) (Figure 51a). The spectrum for the 
sample collected from the cell run at 2C shows a clear evidence of formation of metallic Li at 264 ppm 
(denoted ‘’, Figure 51b). 145 In sharp contrast, the spectrum for the case of the lower C-rate (0.1C) is 
free from any signals of metallic Li. Further, unique all-solid-state three-electrode cells of Gr/Ni-coated 
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nonwoven (Ni-NW)/Li-In were prepared as an attempt to directly detect penetrating growth of Li metal 
through the SE layers (Figure 51c). The SEs could be impregnated into the porous structures of the Ni-
NW electrode, being interconnected to provide the good ionic conduction pathways through the Ni-NW 
electrode. The lithiation current of 2C for the Gr electrode was applied between Gr and Li-In electrodes 
while the voltage of Ni-NW electrode with respect to Li-In electrode was measured. Again, the C-rate 
of 2C is high enough to cause the charging voltage of Gr electrodes below 0 V (vs. Li/Li+) in the 
NCM/Gr full-cells and the corresponding abnormal behaviors of high voltage plateaus (Figure 48a) and 
the low Coulombic efficiencies (Table 5). The voltage of Ni-NW electrode remains constant at ~1.8 V 
(vs. Li/Li+) up to 0.17 h (Figure 52d). However, it abruptly falls to the voltage close to the one for the 
Gr electrodes. This result clarifies the electrical connection (or ISC) between Ni-NW and Gr electrodes, 
which must be attributed to the penetrating growth of Li metal through the SE layers. In short, the 
deposition of metallic Li in Gr electrodes at high C-rate and the ISC caused by penetrating growth of 
Li metal through the SE layers were unprecedentedly evidenced from the results of 7Li MAS-NMR and 
the unique Gr/Ni-NW/Li-In all-solid-state three-electrode cells. 
From the complementary analysis results so far, the penetrating growth of Li metal in the 
NCM/Gr all-solid-state full-cells and its effect on the abnormal electrochemical behaviors are illustrated 
in Figure 52. Once any ISCs are made by the penetrating Li metal, NCM being in touch with Li metal 
will be chemically lithiated by consuming the as-contacted Li metal, which is the opposite direction to 
charge and causes leakage current. Consequently, significant imbalance in the amount of charge and 
discharge through the external circuits (or low Coulombic efficiency) is observed. The results for 
NCM/Gr full-cell having conventional thicker SE layers (730 m) are also compared (Figure 53). The 
discharge of Gr electrodes under 0 V (vs. Li/Li+) is still observed, indicating the possible deposition of 
Li metal on Gr. However, the abnormal behaviors of the high-voltage plateaus (Figure 48a) and the low 
CE values at high C-rates (Table 5) are not seen for the case using thicker SE layers. This could be 
rationalized by much less possibility of ISC because of approx. ten times longer distances for Li metal 
to penetrate through.  
It is worth noting that no significant changes in mechanical integrity for the composite NCM 
and Gr electrodes were observed after cycling (Figure 54). It is considered that the applied pressure (74 
MPa) during the operation of all-solid-state cells would deform the SEs having low Young’s modulus 
of 20-30 GPa, 67 maintaining the integrity of the composite electrodes. However, severer test conditions, 
















Figure 46. Cross-sectional FESEM images and the corresponding EDXS elemental maps for NCM/Gr 















Figure 47. Electrochemical performances of NCM/Li-In, Gr/Li-In-SE, and Si-C/Li-In-SE all-solid-
state cells. First two-cycle voltage profiles of a) NCM/Li-In, c) Gr/Li-In-SE, and e) Si-C/Li-In-SE all-
solid-state cells at 0.1C, 0.1C, and 0.11 mA cm-2, respectively. The corresponding rate capabilities for 












Figure 48. Results for NCM/Gr all-solid-state three-electrode cells employing thin SE layers (50–60 
m), suffering from ISC by penetrating growth of Li metal. a) Charge-discharge voltage profiles and 
the corresponding differential capacity plots at different C-rates. Note the abnormal plateaus plotted in 
red during charge at high C-rates. b) Transient charge-discharge voltage profiles for each electrode at 
different C-rates. Note the voltage region of Gr, which is lower than 0 V (vs. Li/Li+) at high C-rate, 1C, 











Figure 49. Transient charge-discharge voltage profiles of each electrode for NCM/Gr all-solid-state 
three-electrode cells at different current densities. Note the voltage region of Gr, which is lower than 0 

















Table 5. Coulombic efficiency for NCM/Gr all-solid-state full-cells. 
Thickness of 















Discharge capacity [mA h g-1] 177 141 124 115 102 61 
Charge capacity [mA h g-1] 137 137 123 102 82 50 
Coulombic efficiency [%] 77.3 97.5 99.0 88.7 80.3 82.5 
730 
Discharge capacity [mA h g-1] 184 145 130 103 76 42 
Charge capacity [mA h g-1] 146 145 130 103 76 42 













Figure 50. a) Charge-discharge voltage profiles and their corresponding differential capacity plots for 
NCM/Li all-solid-state cells at 30 oC and various C-rates. b) Charge and discharge capacity varied by 
C-rates and the corresponding Coulombic efficiency as a function of cycle number. Note the abnormal 
plateau plotted in red at 1C in (a) and the corresponding low Coulombic efficiencies in (b), indicating 
the soft ISC by penetrating growth of Li metal. 
  
 







Figure 51. First-cycle discharge (lithiation) voltage profiles for Gr/Li-In all-solid-state cells at different 
C-rates, which were used for 7Li MAS NMR spectroscopy measurements (Figure 51b). After the 
discharge, the mixtures of SE layers and Gr electrodes, collected from the disassembled cells, were 
subjected to the 7Li MAS NMR spectroscopy measurements. Results for NCM/Gr all-solid-state three-
electrode cells employing thin SE layers (50–60 m), suffering from ISC by penetrating growth of Li 
metal. a) 7Li MAS-NMR spectra for the mixtures of SE layers and Gr electrodes collected from the Gr 
electrodes after lithiation at 0.1C or 2C. The corresponding voltage profiles are provided in Figure 51a. 
b) Schematic illustrating Gr/Ni-NW/Li-In all-solid-state three-electrode cells and c) the corresponding 
transient charge-discharge voltage profiles at 2C for Gr and Ni-NW electrodes. While the current flows 


















Figure 52. Schematic showing the ISC induced by penetration of Li metal for NCM/Gr all-solid-state 











Figure 53. Results for NCM/Gr all-solid-state three-electrode cells employing thick SE layers (730 m), 
being free from ISC. a) Charge-discharge voltage profiles and the corresponding differential capacity 
plots at different C-rates. b) Charge-discharge voltage profiles for each electrode at different C-rates. 











Figure 54. Cross-sectional FESEM images and their corresponding EDXS elemental maps for a) NCM 
and b) Gr electrodes of NCM/Gr all-solid-state full-cells using thin SE layer (50–60 m) before cycling 
and after 10 cycles at 0.2C. 
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4.2.1.3. 0 V dischargeability for All-Solid-State Full-Cells (NCM/Gr and NCM/Si-C) 
Once activated by formation cycles in the manufacturing processes, conventional LIBs using LEs, must 
not be discharged to 0 V because of permanent failure of the cells by dissolution of Cu current collectors 
for negative electrodes, which experience high voltages above 3 V (vs. Li/Li+). Therefore, careful 
management in discharge is necessary to guarantee the health and safety of LIBs. 146 For the case of 
ASLBs, Cu might not be used as the current collectors because of its chemical reactivity with sulfide 
materials (Ni foils were used for negative electrodes in this work). Even if Cu current collector could 
be used for ASLBs, there is no dissolution issue. In this regard, durability of ASLBs upon discharge to 
0 V needs to be assessed. 
Another interesting feature found in the behavior of all-solid-state NCM/Gr full-cell in Figure 
48b is the balance in utilization of positive and negative electrodes. The overall first-cycle discharge is 
ended by full lithiation of NCM, not by full delithiation of Gr, which is opposite to the case for 
conventional LIBs using LEs. 139 This unique feature stems from the lower first-cycle Coulombic 
efficiency of NCM (79.1%) in contact with SEs than that of Gr (92.5%) (Figure 47). For systematic 
assessment, a NCM/Si-C full-cell, where the Si-C electrode shows much lower first-cycle Coulombic 
efficiency (66.7%) than Gr or NCM electrodes, is compared. After normal charge-discharge for three 
cycles (2.50-4.25 V and 1.20-4.25 V for NCM/Gr and NCM/Si-C, respectively), the NCM/Gr and 
NCM/Si-C full-cells were subjected to discharge to 0 V at constant current and the subsequent constant 
voltage of 0 V for 24 h. Then, they were cycled in the normal voltage ranges again. The transient voltage 
profiles during discharge to 0 V are presented in Figure 55 (the overall transient voltage curves are also 
shown in Figure 56). As designed, the normal discharge is ended by termination (or full utilization) of 
the NCM electrode for NCM/Gr and the Si-C electrode for NCM/Si-C (note the terminal voltage for 
Si-C electrode is much higher than that for Gr electrode, indicated by the sign of ‘*’). Discharge to 0 V 
at the following cycle for NCM/Gr leads to excessive lithiation reaction for NCM electrode at ~1.8 V 
(vs. Li/Li+), as indicated by the arrow in Figure 55a. In contrast, the voltages of NCM electrodes for 
NCM/Si-C remain high above 3 V (vs. Li/Li+) (Figure 55b). At the subsequent cycles in the normal 
voltage ranges, unexpectedly, not only NCM/Si-C but also NCM/Gr full-cell shows no noticeable 
degradation, as shown in Figure 55-57. In a recent study for Ni-rich LiNi0.75Co0.25O2, a plateau at 1.75 
V (vs. Li/Li+) upon over-discharge was observed, which was assigned as a reversible two-phase 
transformation without breakdown of the layered host structrue by an in-situ XRD analysis. 147 While 
clear elucidation on the mechanism for reversible over-discharge of the NCM electrodes for ASLBs 
upon discharge to 0 V remains, the 0 V dischargeability for ASLBs will offer more flexibility in their 
management and handling in terms of charge-discharge ranges and less safety concerns (e.g., 
transportation by airplanes). 146   
  
 





Figure 55. Results for NCM/Gr and NCM/Si-C all-solid-state three-electrode cells discharged to 0 V. 
Transient charge-discharge voltage profiles for each electrode for a) NCM/Gr and b) NCM/Si-C cells 
during discharge to 0 V. Note the higher cutoff voltage for Si-C electrode in (b) than that for Gr electrode 
in (a) (indicated by ‘*’) during normal discharge. Also note the lower terminal voltage for NCM 
electrode in NCM/Gr cell (indicated by an arrow) in (a) than that for NCM electrode in NCM/Si-C cell 
in (b) upon discharge to 0 V. 
  
 






Figure 56. Transient charge-discharge voltage profiles of each electrode for a) NCM/Gr and b) 

















Figure 57. Charge-discharge voltage profiles of a, c) NCM electrodes, b) Gr electrode, and d) Si-C 



















Figure 58. Cycling performances of NCM/Gr and NCM/Si-C all-solid-state cells during discharge to 0 
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4.2.2. Pressure Monitoring System 
To date, many studies of ASLBs have focused on investigating the electrode chemistries. Conventional 
electrode materials used for LIBs, such as LixMO2 (M = Co, Ni, Mn), graphite, and Li4Ti5O12, have 
been investigated for application in ASLBs. High-capacity sulfur- or Li2S-based composite electrodes 
have also been developed for application to ASLBs. However, their highly insulating characteristics 
and large changes in dimension upon insertion/extraction of lithium ions pose critical challenges to 
realizing ASLBs with reliable and sustainable electrochemical properties. In contrast, the high operating 
voltage (~4 V vs. Li/Li+), low volume change during charge-discharge (e.g. 1.9% for LiCoO2), and 
moderate electrical conductivity of the conventional LixMO2 (e.g. ~10-3 S cm-1 for LiCoO2 and ~20 S 
cm-1 for Li0.5CoO2) make LixMO2 well-suited for application in ASLBs. 66-67 LixMO2 has poor 
compatibility with sulfide SE, however, and a variety of surface modification treatments (in particular, 
metal oxide coatings) have been performed on LixMO2 in order to overcome this drawback. Other than 
the protective coatings, while surface chemistries of the bare LixMO2 is also known to be critical on the 
performance of the conventional liquid electrolyte cells, investigation on the performance of bare 
LixMO2 varied by surface chemistry is scarce for ASLBs. Recently, Janek and co-workers claimed that 
ionic contacts between LixMO2 and SEs are also deteriorated by their low volume change during 
charge-discharge. 66-67, 134, 148 In this regard, as most studies of ASLBs were performed under high 
external pressure (tens of MPa), these problems are considered as a critical hurdle for the practical 
applications. 66-67 Thus, the understanding and controlling of interfacial behavior in terms of mechanical 
stress from volume expansion of active materials and/or decomposition of SE is imperative for the 
development of ASLBs. 66-67 
 In this part, the pressure monitoring in operating cells is proposed for the state-of-charge (SOC) 
estimation of graphite electrode in NCM/Gr full-cells from volume changes of graphite electrode with 
various weight fraction of LGPS, which has irreversible reaction at the low potential. Also, as the 
rearrangement of electrodes during cycling was observed, the formation process in terms of pressure 
stabilization including decomposition of SE, internal volume changes of active materials and external 
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   4.2.2.1. SOC Estimation of Graphite Electrode from Pressure Change of NCM/Gr full-cells 
As the state-of-charge (SOC) estimation of lithium rechargeable batteries is an indicator that represents 
the remaining capacity in cells, it has been considered as one of the promising key factors in battery 
management systems (BMS). 149-151 Although it is difficult to be measured directly from battery system, 
many approaches based on precise electrochemical battery models for extracting SOC information from 
outputs of lithium rechargeable batteries have been reported. However, to obtain accurate SOC values 
using electrochemical models, as their electrochemical parameters are required for the information of 
components in battery system, which is affected by internal environments, it is highly complicated 
method for the SOC estimation. 149-151 Thus, the volume change of electrode during cycling is easily 
tracking the electrochemical behavior of battery system. As the electrochemical performance of all-
solid-state lithium batteries (ASLBs) is greatly affected by external applied pressure, the setup of 
pressure monitoring in operating is imperative. 
 In this regard, generally, as the volume change of LixMoO2/Gr full-cells are affected strongly 
by that of anode materials, the electrochemical behavior of Li-ion intercalation into Gr electrode and 
decomposition of SEs was investigated. Figure 59 represents the voltage profiles of graphite/Li-In-SE 
half-cells with different weight fraction of SE (LPSCl:LGPS=100-x:x). The initial Coulombic 
efficiency of Gr half-cells decreases with increasing weight fraction of LGPS because of narrow 
electrochemical window of LGPS. 44-45, 53, 101 And then, the discharge capacity of NCM/Gr full-cells 
also decreases with same trends of the results of half-cells (Figure 60). To verify the irreversible reaction 
of LGPS, which is consuming the Li-ions from NCM materials, ex-situ XRD patterns of NCM/Gr full-
cells were performed. NCM/Gr (LPSCl) full-cell shows normal behavior of Li movements from NCM 
to Gr during charge. And then, at the discharge, the reversible Li-ion movements was observed (Figure 
61a). 147, 152-153 However, the graphite electrode with 20, 80 wt% LGPS shows high irreversible capacity 
and incomplete lithiation behaviors of XRD patterns and photo images of Gr electrode with 0, 100 wt% 
LPGS (Figure 61). 147, 152-153 
To tracking the interfacial behavior of NCM/Gr full-cells with different wt % LGPS in Gr 
electrode, the pure volume changes of Gr electrodes is essential for accurate analysis. As volume 
changes of NCM electrode with the same amount of extracted Li-ion are required, Li4Ti5O12, which is 
well-known zero-strain materials, are used as counter electrode (Figure 62). Thus, Figure 63 represents 
that the pure volume change of Gr electrode with 0 wt% LGPS is in good agreement with total volume 
changes of lithium-graphite system (LixC6). 113, 152 From the results of NCM/Gr full-cell simulation and 
differential capacity (dP/(m dQ)), the SOC values of Gr electrode in NCM/Gr full-cells were estimated 
successfully (Figure 64 and Table 6). Furthermore, as NCM/Gr full-cells with 10, 20 wt% LPGS shows 
similar behavior of pressure changes and differential capacity, low SOC value at the starting point of 
discharge process is easily estimated (Figure 64). Consequently, the pressure monitoring in operating 
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cells allows SOC estimation without interruption of unfavorable reaction including decomposition of 
SEs and contacts loss from internal volume change of active materials during cycling. Thus, it will be 
one of the most promising electrochemical test protocols for understanding of complex interfacial 












Figure 59. First charge-discharge voltage profiles of the graphite half-cells with different weight 










Figure 60. First charge-discharge voltage profiles of the NCM/graphite full-cells with different weight 









Figure 61. a) ex-situ XRD patterns of NCM and graphite electrodes at charge with different weight 
fraction of LGPS in graphite electrode at charged (dash line) and charge-discharged (solid line). b) 
Photographs of Gr electrodes with LGPS and LPSCl at charged. 
  
 








Figure 62. First charge-discharge voltage profiles of the NCM/LTO full-cells and the corresponding 













Figure 63. a) Voltage profile of NCM/Gr full-cell and simulation of NCM and graphite electrode, 











Figure 64. a) Voltage profile of NCM/Gr full-cell with 0 wt% LGPS in graphite electrode and the 
corresponding differential capacity plot. b) Voltage profiles of NCM/Gr full-cells with 10, 20 wt% 
LGPS and the corresponding differential capacity plot. The points (a-e, e’ and e’’) are estimated from 
pressure change of NCM/Gr full-cell in a). 
  
 















Table 6. SOC estimation of graphite electrode from the results of pressure change. 
Point a b c d e e’ e’’ 
x (LixC6) 0.98 0.85 0.6 0.42 0.2 ~0.2 ~0.2 
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4.2.2.2. Rearrangement of Particles in Electrodes During Cycling  
Another interesting feature found in the behavior of all-solid-state NCM/Gr full-cell in Figure 65 is the 
balance in pressure in positive and negative electrodes. As the all-solid-state NCM/Gr full-cells is ended 
by termination of NCM electrode, the volume expansion of graphite electrode slightly occurs. However, 
the cross-sectional FESEM image and their corresponding EDXS elemental maps of pristine Gr 
electrode indicate that the pore exists in pristine graphite electrode (Figure 66a). After cycling of 
NCM/Gr full-cells, it was deformed by volume expansion of graphite materials (Figure 65). As a result, 
the pressure change during cycling is almost zero at the fifth cycle (Figure 65). Although the 
electrochemical performance wasn’t affected by net volume change of NCM/Gr full-cells due to their 
high external applied pressures (~60 MPa) during cycling, for practical point of view, this behavior 
should be controlled by formation process. For example, when the unfavorable reaction including 
decomposition of SE (Figure 67) occurs at the interface, which exhibits higher volume expansion than 
graphite electrode ASLBs suffer from the contact loss, it will deteriorate the well-designed 















Figure 65. First and fifth voltage profiles of NCM/Gr full-cell with 0 wt% LGPS and the corresponding 














Figure 66. Cross-sectional FESEM images of Gr electrode with 0 wt% LGPS of a) before cycling and 
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5. Conclusion 
In this study, the fabrication of sheet-type electrodes and SE films and their diagnostic study for bulk-
type all-solid-state lithium batteries were successfully demonstrated. The use of the powder form of 
sulfide SEs allows scalable fabrication of sheet-type electrodes and SE films, which is an ideal solution 
for practical applications. Thus, scalable fabrications of sheet-type electrodes and SE-films were 
demonstrated using polymeric binders and porous membranes. Moreover, their electrochemical 
performances of SE-films, dry- and slurry-mixed electrodes were systematically investigated. However, 
the presence of polymeric binders and porous membranes, which are ionically blocking regions, led to 
the slight decrease of the electrochemical performances due to poorer ionic contacts between active 
materials and SEs. Nevertheless, as the scalable fabrication using polymers is considered as ideal 
solution for practical ASLBs, these results provide a new route for the development of practical ASLBs. 
As a groundwork for the development of electrochemical test protocols for ASLBs, a novel 
bulk-type all-solid-state three-electrode cell and pressure monitoring in operating cells were 
demonstrated successfully. For Sn/Li–In half-cells, it was clearly revealed that the overall capacity was 
limited by the Li–In CEs, not by the Sn WEs. Lithiation (discharge) of Sn was ended by the impeded 
Li+ movement by the formation of Li-depleted insulating In layers at the interface between SE layer 
and Li-In CEs. As this problem was solved by the percolation with sulfide SEs (Li–In-SE CEs), it served 
as a reliable test protocol for all-solid-state half-cells. Moreover, for the case of NCM/Gr full-cells, the 
interfacial behavior for NCM/Gr full-cells was investigated. However, unfortunately, the observation 
of ISC behaviors by the penetrating growth of Li metal for Li-metal-free all-solid-state full-cells 
remained as a serious technical challenge in the future. By means of monitoring pressure changes, the 
SOC estimation of electrodes in all-solid-state batteries was successfully demonstrated. Also, the results 
of initial pressure changes imply that the formation process for all-solid-state technology could be 
developed in terms of rearrangement of particles in electrodes from for practical applications.  
The as-developed electrochemical test protocols in this work will serve as a reliable platform 
for the interpretation of performances of complex interfacial chemistries and behaviors. Also, they 
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